Major international legal instruments commit international law to protect language rights absolutely, irrespective of counter-pressures toward linguistic uniformity. This unconditional commitment to language rights is echoed in the writings of prominent human rights scholars, who argue that language is a constitutive element of cultural identity. This article contrasts the ideals of language rights with the actual record of their enforcement. It presents a detailed analysis of the 133 cases that have come before the European Court of Human Rights, the U.N. Human Rights Committee, and the Inter-American Court of Human Rights dealing with language issues as they arise in (i) education, (ii) court proceedings, and (iii) communications with the government. The analysis demonstrates that the decisions of international judicial or quasi-judicial bodies in language protection cases have consistently favored linguistic assimilation, rather than the robust protection of linguistic diversity that is formally espoused. Instead of strong language guarantees, only transitional accommodations are offered in the public realm for those as yet unable to speak the majority language. This jurisprudence treats minority language not as a valuable cultural asset worthy of perpetual legal protection, but as a temporary obstacle that individuals must overcome in order to participate in society. The legal decisions take a narrowly utilitarian approach to language, forcing the state to accept the use of minority languages only insofar as they facilitate communication with the majority and with the official bodies of the state. The paper concludes with a commentary suggesting that treating language interests under the rubric of human rights, however valid and worthy they may be, cannot be normatively defended.

Introduction

Language conflicts are pervasive in the world today. The imprisoned Kurdish rebel leader of the Kurdistan Worker’s Party (“PKK”), Abdullah
Ocalan, noted in reference to Turkish outlawing of the Kurdish language that “the language ban . . . provokes this revolt.”1 In recent years, the prohibition on the Kurdish language was eased. However, in 2009, after a prominent Kurdish lawmaker gave a speech in his native Kurdish in Turkey’s Parliament, the State-run television immediately silenced the legislator’s broadcast,2 suggesting that this bitter conflict between Kurdish speakers and the Turkish government is far from nearing its end. The winds of an impending language war are also blowing over Ukraine. After the Parliament approved a bill in July 2012 reaffirming Ukrainian as the country’s sole national language, but allowing local and regional governments to grant official status to Russian and other languages spoken by at least ten percent of their residents, a donnybrook ensued in parliament. Lawmakers attacked one another physically, while outside furious demonstrators prepared to camp out. Platoons of riot police were summoned.3 Language conflicts, however, need not turn violent to be serious. “This is not a conflict where people will get killed. But it has the same structure as most big international conflicts,” said the former deputy prime minister of Belgium, after the third prime ministerial resignation in three years, of increased linguistic tension between Dutch- and French-speakers in the country.4 It took a modern-day world record of almost 600 days before Belgium ultimately succeeded in surmounting the linguistic standoff that threatened to wipe it from the map.

Leading scholarship on human rights and major international treaties and conventions makes particular promises as to how such conflicts bearing on language ought to be negotiated. The existing legal orthodoxy is based upon three principles. First, there is growing consensus that a human rights vocabulary is the best approach to deal with language rights claims. Academics vary on the degree to which this rights approach should be privileged: some advocate an absolute right protection to linguistic claims as a matter of law (“[l]inguistic rights should be considered basic human rights”),5 while
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others promote a human rights approach only as a normative aspiration, albeit carrying real practical challenges (“[i]f a particular regime of language rights could be shown . . . [to] be in some way ‘integral’ . . . to human rights, then this would offer an impressive normative and political foundation for that regime”). Similarly, while some scholars call for the adoption of a human rights vocabulary in all linguistic clashes between minorities and majorities, others support a qualified or pragmatic application of the approach that is applicable only to certain types of minorities (for example, the guarantee of substantive language rights to only indigenous people or national minorities, but not to other groups), or to particular social functions
(for example, schooling),

or determined by the ad hoc circumstances of the minority (such as their numerical importance, locations and geographical concentration). Notwithstanding these disagreements about the degree rather than the essence of the approach, the privileged status of a human rights vocabulary to deal with linguistic claims is the norm among scholars.

The growing commitment to a human rights vocabulary to deal with linguistic claims is also reflected in major international and regional treaties and conventions. The prime example is Article 27 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (“ICCPR”), which explicitly recognizes the right of minorities “to enjoy culture and to use language.”

Second, it is generally accepted that the protection of minorities’ languages is closely associated with culture. Fernand de Varennes, a leading legal expert on language rights, explains that the “importance of language for many minorities” derives from the centrality of language “to their social and cultural identity.” Similarly, Susanna Mancini and Bruno de Witte

---

8. In the domain of education, for example, Stephan May quotes de Varennes: “[T]here is an increasing recognition in international and national law that significant minorities within the nation-state have a reasonable expectation to some form of state support . . . .” May, Language and Minority Rights, supra note 5, at 128–65. May continues, “[i]t is increasingly accepted that where a language is spoken by a significant number within the nation-state, it would also be unreasonable not to provide some level of state services and activity in that language.” Id. at 192–93.

9. This is generally referred to as the “sliding scale approach,” which was developed by Fernand de Varennes. See, e.g., de Varennes, Language, Minorities and Human Rights, supra note 5, at 160 (“[T]o arrive at a reasonable equilibrium . . . in matters related to language use by public authorities, a sliding scale approach would be appropriate . . . .”); see also Fernand de Varennes, The Existing Rights of Minorities in International Law, in Languages: A Right and a Resource, Approaching Linguistic Human Rights 117, 117–46 (Susanna Pertot, Tom M.S. Priestly & Colin H. Williams eds., 2009).


note that "the use of a particular language not only serves as a means of functional communication, but also expresses that person’s cultural identity as well as the cultural heritage developed by all previous speakers of the language." Important legal instruments echo the notion that language is constitutive to culture: "Language is one of the most fundamental components of human identity. Hence, respect for a person’s dignity is intimately connected with respect for the person’s identity and consequently for the person’s language." 

Third, the motivation for protection of the linguistic interests of minorities is to support what is widely accepted as "the preeminent human rights norm"—the ideal of nurturing cultural diversity at large. Henry Steiner, a leading human rights scholar, explains:

By valuing diverse cultural traditions . . . human rights law endeavors what must be a basic assumption—namely that differences enrich . . . the world. They contribute to a fund of human experience on which all individuals and groups can draw in the ongoing processes of change and growth. Ethnic groups nourish that fund.

Bruno de Witte reiterates the importance of linguistic rights to foster cultural diversity in the European Union context. For de Witte, "the protection of linguistic rights is naturally related to the protection of linguistic diversity," and this relationship is "so close" that the protection of linguistic diversity became an integral "part of the agenda of fundamental rights protection in the European Union." And, again, international and regional legal instruments reflect the tie between the protection of minorities’ languages and the nourishment of cultural diversity: "[a]ll languages are the

15. This norm is legalized in the principle of equal protection. See, e.g., ICCPR, supra note 10, art. 27 (see discussion of the Article infra, at Part I), U.N. Charter art. 55(c); Universal Declaration on Human Rights, supra note 18, art. 1, Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms art. 14, Nov. 4, 1950, 213 U.N.T.S. 222; American Convention of Human Rights art. 1, July 18, 1978, 1144 U.N.T.S. 125. In addition, entire conventions such as those on gender and racial discrimination are built upon it. Other rights declared in human rights treaties complement the idea of equal respect to difference and the value placed on diversity. See, e.g., ICCPR, supra note 10, art. 18, 21 ("freedom to . . . manifest . . . religion or belief . . . in . . . practice or in teaching" and "peaceful assembly").
17. Bruno de Witte, Common Market Freedoms Versus Linguistic Requirements in the EU States, in MUNDIALITZACIÓN, LLUIRE CIRCULACIÓ I IMMIGRACIÓ, I L’EXIGÈNCIA D’UNA LLENGUA COM A REQUISIT [GLOBALIZATION, FREE MOVEMENT, IMMIGRATION AND LANGUAGE REQUIREMENTS] 109, 114 (Antoni Milian i Massana et al. eds., 2008). In the discussion de Witte refers to Article 22 of the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights and Freedoms ("[t]he Union shall respect cultural, religious and linguistic diversity").
expression of a collective identity and . . . must therefore be able to enjoy the conditions required for their development.”

This choice of a human rights vocabulary to regulate matters bearing on languages serves a fairly specific function: it endows a language claim with unconditional normative value and immediate applicability irrespective of local distributional consequences. Louis Henkin, widely considered one of the most influential human rights scholars of the twentieth century, writes that “human rights enjoy a prima facie, presumptive inviolability, and will often ‘trump’ other public goods.” The “trumping” power of language rights lies in their “universal” and “factoid” (i.e. fact-like) properties. According to Henkin, human rights are “universal,” in the dual sense that they are (i) widely recognized and “the only political-moral idea that has received universal acceptance” and (ii) that they impose external standards on states that “apply to all to whom they are relevant” across “geography or history, culture or ideology, political or economic system, or stages of societal development.”

Human rights are, moreover, also fact-like in the sense that both their application and its consequences are self-evidently good. This means that “once you acknowledge the existence of the right, then you have to agree that its observance requires x, y and z.” Judge Rosalyn Higgins, the former President of the International Court of Justice, describes this property of human rights:

[I]t is sometimes suggested that there can be no fully universal concept of human rights, for it is necessary to take into account the diverse cultures and political systems of the world . . . . [but] I
believe, profoundly, in the universality of the human spirit. Individuals everywhere want the same essential things . . . .

Philip Alston, another leading human rights scholar, writes: "the characterization of a specific goal as a human right elevates it above the rank and file of competing societal goals, gives it a degree of immunity from challenge and generally endows it with an aura of timelessness, absoluteness and universal validity." 28

Our existing international rhetoric makes sense of language claims by analogizing linguistic identity to cultural identity and speaks about a legalistic structure of language rights. But this is just talk. And talk, we know, is cheap.

This paper is a critique of the rights approach to linguistic claims. Descriptively, it reviews key international and regional human rights instruments and uncovers the gap between the promise of language rights protection and the judicial meanings of these rights as developed in practice. Normatively, it suggests that treating language interests, however valid and worthy they may be, under the rubric of human rights cannot be defended in practice. The paper advances three specific claims.

First, I survey the record of judicial implementation of language accommodations by the United Nations Human Rights Committee ("UNHRC") and the European Court of Human Rights ("ECtHR"), and demonstrate the triumph of a limited pragmatic model of language protection. This model of accommodation does not base international legal protection on any moral or political investment in languages as an authentic expression of culture and does not live up to its billing of protecting language rights as human rights. In the few cases in which the UNHRC or the ECtHR accommodates the right of non-majority language speakers in the public domain, the protection offered is thin.

Such cases fall into two categories. The first includes situations in which a non-dominant language becomes a barrier to realizing certain universally accepted human rights that are not specific to culture. In this case, the UNHRC and the ECtHR interpretation of language rights claims tends to emphasize procedural issues, not substantive redistribution of resources.

The second category includes cases where some minimal protection is needed in order to prevent irreparable harm to the individual from discrimination based on linguistic status. Here, minority language is accommodated in the public domain only until successful assimilation eliminates the need for protection. Legal accommodation thus lasts only until the minority-language speakers complete their transition into the linguistic mainstream of

society and its dominant cultural practice. After assimilation, a minority can still maintain its language and culture, but on its own time and with its own funds.

The slippage between the lofty ideals of language rights and the concrete, judicially developed meanings of these rights confuses the real impact of our international language protection regime. In practice, case law has consistently favored linguistic assimilation rather than the robust protection of linguistic diversity that is espoused. Instead of strong language guarantees, only transitional accommodations are offered in the public realm for those individuals or groups as yet unable to speak the majority language. This jurisprudence treats minority language not as a valuable cultural asset worthy of perpetual legal protection, but as a temporary obstacle or disadvantage that individuals must overcome in order to participate in society. The legal decisions take a narrowly utilitarian approach to language, forcing the state to accept the use of minority languages only insofar as they facilitate communication with the majority and with the official bodies of the state. In the end, our international linguistic rights regime leans in the direction of assimilation on fair terms, not accommodation, and minority languages are structured as a disability, not an asset for cultural diversity.

My second claim is that the ECtHR and the UNHRC have effectively converged on a de facto common standard for the protection of minority language speakers. The resulting international status quo is a limited due process accommodation of minority language in the public sphere. This alignment is surprising. The UNHRC and the ECtHR represent two separate legal regimes that include different entitlements in relation to linguistic minorities29. The UNHRC is charged, inter alia, with making authoritative comments on individual communications (complaints) on the application of the ICCPR,30 while the ECtHR is responsible for monitoring compliance of member states of the Council of Europe with their obligations under the

---

29. In general, the ICCPR is a text that largely corresponds to provisions found in the regional human rights conventions, including the ECHR. However, a very important exception to this general rule is Article 27 of the ICCPR, which is a provision missing from the ECHR. On the similarities between the ICCPR and the ECHR, see Yuval Shany, The Competing Jurisdictions of International Courts and Tribunals 60–61 (2003).


30. Under the first Optional Protocol, the UNHRC is charged with examining “communications” (i.e., complaints) from individuals claiming to be victims of violations by state parties to the Covenant. The UNHRC “admits evidence, receives submissions, and makes its views available to the parties. The views are not binding upon the state parties.” Ruth Mackenzie, Cesare Romano, Yuval Shany & Philippe Sands, The Manual on International Courts and Tribunals 416 (2d ed. 2009).
European Convention on Human Rights ("ECHR"). The ICCPR provides applicants before the UNHRC with access to Article 27, a direct right to the use of minorities’ languages, whereas the ECHR contains no corresponding entitlement. Applicants before the ECtHR cannot raise direct language rights claims, but can only bring claims of violations of Article 14 of the ECHR, which prohibits discrimination in the enjoyment of other rights in the ECHR, with language as one of a number of suspected grounds.

Article 27 of the ICCPR is championed by legal scholars as a crown jewel in the protection of linguistic minorities and as "the most widely accepted legally binding provision on minorities." Moreover, it explicitly recognizes the need for "special" minority rights that go beyond the procedural prohibition of discrimination. Yet the outcome for complainant proceedings under Article 27 of the ICCPR has not differed appreciably from similar cases that have come before the ECtHR, under which no direct language right exists, and there is only the more limited scope of Article 14 prohibition of discrimination in the enjoyment of another right enshrined in the Convention.

Indeed, during all its years of operation, the UNHRC has never once found an Article 27 breach in relation to language violations in the functions surveyed. Applicants armed with a direct language entitlement—Article 27—did not enjoy more protection of their language than they would have enjoyed through equality and due process rights, which are not

52. ICCPR, supra note 10, art. 27 (persons belonging to "ethnic, religious or linguistic minorities . . . shall not be denied . . . the right . . . to enjoy their own culture . . . [and] to use their own language.").
53. ECHR, supra note 51 ("The enjoyment of the rights and freedoms set forth in this Convention shall be secured without discrimination on any ground such as sex, race, colour, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, association with a national minority, property, birth or other status.").
54. United Nations Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights, International Standards, available at http://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Minorities/IExpert/Pages/standards.aspx (last visited Sept. 30, 2012). See, e.g., Patrick Thornberry, INTERNATIONAL LAW AND THE RIGHTS OF MINORITIES 141–42 (2001) ("Granting minorities a right to defend their special identity, their unique characteristics that distinguish them from other members of the human family is an important task for human rights. Article 27 of the United Nations Covenant on Civil and Political Rights is an inevitable focus for this aspect of minority rights. It is the only expression of the right to an identity in modern human rights conventions intended for universal application. It is, in fact, the first real attempt in the history of international law to provide such a universal right. . ."); Kristin Henrard, The Interrelationship Between Individual Human Rights, Minority Rights and the Right to Self-Determination and Its Importance for the Adequate Protection of Linguistic Minorities, 1 GLOB. REV. ETHNOPOLITICS 41, 53 (2001) ("[Article 27 is] the most basic international law provision on minority rights."); Robert McConquade, Rights of Peoples and Minorities, in INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS LAW 365, 383 (Daniel Moeckli, Sangeeta Shai, Sandesh Sivalumara & David Harris eds., 2010) (the adoption of Article 27 signals "significant development of minority rights"); Anne-Christine Bloch, CULTURAL RIGHTS AS INDIVIDUAL HUMAN RIGHTS, in ECONOMIC, SOCIAL AND CULTURAL RIGHTS—A TEXTBOOK 313 (Asbjorn Eide, Catrina Krause & Allan Rosas eds., 1995) ("Article 27 of the CCPR is the most well-known provision on special rights for minorities").
55. Henrard, supra note 11, at 159.
56. See infra Part II.
linguistically or culturally specific. By contrast, even without an express language entitlement, applicants before the ECtHR still enjoyed a measure of accommodation to their language claims through equality and due process provisions.

These two bodies do not take language rights as absolute human rights seriously; they interpret language claims pragmatically and make rulings based on ad hoc calculations of the specific economic and political circumstances, factual assumptions, and normative stakes in the case at hand. In doing so, they might in fact also facilitate local experimentation that could indeed provide politically feasible results and economically sustainable solutions to language strife.

But the broad ideals of language rights as human rights are not only a misapprehension of the actual practice of the members of the UNHRC and the judges of the ECtHR. My third and final claim is that a universal human rights approach to linguistic claims is, in fact, ill-suited as a mechanism to reach stable resolutions for language conflicts. Language rights claims are essentially a demand for a new distribution of power against a reality of scarce resources—or, a call for a new political settlement in society that allocates scarce resources within a single economy.37 But this distributional aspect of language conflicts is under-acknowledged or even elided in the human rights literature.

Emphasizing the tie between language and culture puts the focus on the bearer of the rights, the minority language speakers, and the domain of culture, where minorities debate their collective self-understanding. But the accent on culture obscures the question of the costs of vindicating these rights and the correlation between privilege and its actual price. It also confuses the relational, redistributive element of linguistic conflict with concrete losers and winners across different constituencies within a society.

Similarly, employing the universalizing vocabulary of rights conceals the counter-pressure toward linguistic uniformity and the essentially political nature of the conflict. This structures the debate on language protection around labels: whether what we are doing now is or ought to be described as protection of a right, and what is or ought to be the precise scope of that right. These queries avoid an open politicization of the language strife. Yet at the core of the clash stand political, not legal, questions: What compromises can we live with? Which modes of engagement ought to be permitted and which should be excluded?

37. In developing this argument, I benefited from an article by Susan Marks suggesting the general blind spot of human rights to questions dealing with distribution. See Susan Marks, Exploitation as an International Legal Concept, in INTERNATIONAL LAW ON THE LEFT: RE-EXAMINING MARXIST LEGACIES 302 (Susan Marks ed., 2008).
Methodologically, I investigate applications before three bodies. The first is the UNHRC, an expert body with quasi-judicial powers that functions under United Nations auspices and is charged with making authoritative comments on individual communications on the application of the ICCPR. The second is the ECtHR, the regional body responsible for monitoring compliance of member states of the Council of Europe with their obligations under the ECHR. The third is the Inter-American Court of Human Rights (“IACtHR”), the regional body entrusted with jurisdiction over certain members of the Organization of American States that have joined the 1969 American Convention on Human Rights (“IAHR Convention”) and accepted the power of the IACtHR to monitor their compliance with the IAHR Convention.

The UNHRC was selected for analysis because it is the only active human rights complaints body with a “potentially universal reach.” Its members over the years have included “some of the world’s most prominent international jurists and human rights experts,” and its broad jurisdiction “is a key component in the human rights movement.” The ECtHR is of interest because this regional court is considered “a success story” and “has become a source of authoritative pronouncements on human rights law for national courts that are not directly subject to its authority.” Lastly, the IACtHR

38. For scholars who argue that the Committee is a "quasi-judicial body," see, for example, Manfred Nowak, UN Covenant on Civil and Political Rights: CCPR Commentary 668–69 (2d ed. 2005). For authors who argue that the Committee’s views are in fact binding, see, for example, Martin Scheinin, The Work of the Human Rights Committee Under the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and Its Optional Protocol, in Leading Cases of the Human Rights Committee 1, 22 (Rajia Hanski & Martin Scheinin eds., 2003). For a general discussion of the role and workings of the UNHRC, see Henry J. Steiner, Philip Alston & Ryan Goodman, International Human Rights in Context 844–918 (3d ed. 2007) (in particular, for discussion of the legal status of the ICCPR Committee’s views, see 915–16).


41. As of 2010, 113 states are parties to the First Protocol and have accepted the jurisdiction of the UNHRC to receive individual communications, more than double the number subject to the jurisdiction of any regional court. See Mackenzie et al., supra note 50, at 426–27.

42. Yet note

"the Committee has not, until now, been able to establish itself as a focal point for human rights adjudications on a par with the European Court of Human Rights. The relative failure is no doubt attributed in part to the non-binding nature of the Committee’s Views, which rendered the Committee a merely quasi-judicial body (as opposed to a ‘real court’). It may also relate to the optional nature of the jurisdiction of the Committee under the Optional Protocol, which limits the reach of the Committee in relations to many human rights violations . . . . More serious constraints to the effectiveness of the Committee . . . . can arguably be found . . . . in the procedures it has actually embraced: the transparency deficit in the complaint process . . . ." Mackenzie et al., supra note 50, at 426–27.

43. Id. at 427.
44. Id. at 536.

45. Anne-Marie Slaughter, A New World Order 80 (2004). In particular, Slaughter explains, the ECtHR is responsible for groundbreaking developments relating to the status of individual applicants. Id. at 357. For a discussion of the differences between the UNHRC and the ECtHR see Steven
was chosen for analysis because this court has grown increasingly effective in consolidating its “authority and credibility across large-section[s] of the region’s states and inhabitants,” and has made “important normative contribution[s]” to the development of human rights law “on both the regional and global level.”

This paper examines cases relating to minority language use in three specific areas: (i) education—whether the state should subsidize parents’ choices as to the main language of public education; (ii) court proceedings—whether the state should permit freedom to use particular languages in these judicial spaces; and (iii) communication with public authorities—whether the state has a duty to accommodate non-majority language speakers in their dealings with the government (for methodology, see Appendix A). The study encompasses all of the communications that came before the UNHRC between 1976, when the First Optional Protocol began allowing individuals to submit “communications” or complaints before the UNHRC entered into force, and January 2012. It also evaluates the cases that came before the ECtHR, including the Commission, between 1959, the start of the Court’s operation, and January 2012. Finally, it considers the communications that came before the IACtHR, including the Commission, from 1979, when the Court was officially inaugurated, through 2012. In total, twenty-one communications before the UNHRC were analyzed (see Appendix B for the complete list of communications), ninety-eight decisions and judgments under the ECtHR (see Appendix C for the complete list of cases), and eleven decisions and judgments under the IACtHR (see Appendix D for the complete list of cases). The most important of these applications will be discussed at length in the following sections of this paper. My conclusions are drawn primarily from cases that came before the UNHRC and the ECtHR. The IACtHR appears to be pursuing a somewhat divergent approach in its legal decisions, but at this stage there are not enough data points to make a generalizable claim.

Greer, Europe in International Human Rights Law 454, 461 (Daniel Moeckli, Sangeeta Shah, Sandesh Sivakumaran & David Harris eds., 2010).

46. The IACtHR has made an exceptional contribution to the human rights movement, in particular, in the field of indigenous peoples in time of conflict. Mackenzie et al., supra note 30, at 384.

47. The original text of the ECHR introduced a two-tiered enforcement mechanism that consisted of the European Commission of Human Rights and the Court. Petitions were first brought before the Commission, which examined the admissibility of the petition and attempted to find a friendly resolution. Under certain conditions, the case could be referred to the Court. With the entry into force of the Eleventh Protocol to the Convention in 1998, the Commission was abolished and most of its functions transferred to the Court. See Steiner et al., supra note 38, at 939–40. For more on the system of the ECtHR, see id. at 943–46.

48. For information on the two-tiered system of the IACtHR, see Mackenzie et al., supra note 30, at 364–87.

49. In total, there are only eleven cases that include a language component and came before either the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights or the IACtHR. None of these cases dealt directly and primarily with the issue of language.
In this article, “language rights” are understood to be specific entitlements that protect language-related acts and values. Language here is the primary good, and the aim of the legal protection is to ensure both that individuals enjoy a safe linguistic environment in which to speak their mother tongues and that vulnerable linguistic groups qua groups retain a fair chance to flourish. This definition of language rights does not include protection against irrational barriers based on language status, which can hinder the attainment of other goods that are not themselves language-specific. In those cases, language is not a substantive right per se but a solution to protecting other rights that may have expression in language. An example of such a solution is mandating a public school to give speakers of minority languages special help due to their inability to speak the majority language. The underlying assumption in this case is that the non-majority language of the students is not a good on its own merits, but rather that it is a barrier they must overcome in order to enjoy equal opportunities in education. The legal accommodation is transitory and lasts only until the speakers of non-majority languages complete their transitions into the linguistic mainstream.

The paper unfolds in five parts. Part I provides a brief overview of some of the major international human rights treaties and conventions that connect

---

50. An example of this is Article 23 of the Canadian Charter, which authorizes French- and English-speaking minority communities to be educated in their own languages. Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, Part I of the Constitution Act, 1982, being Schedule B to the Canada Act, 1982, c. 11 (U.K.). The aim of this provision is to protect language for its own sake. In the words of the Canadian Supreme Court: “The general purpose of s. 23 of the Charter is to preserve and promote the two official languages of Canada, and their respective cultures, by ensuring that each language flourishes, as far as possible, in provinces where it is not spoken by the majority of the population. The section aims at achieving this goal by granting minority language educational rights to minority language parents throughout Canada.” Mahe v. Alberta, [1990] 1 S.C.R. 342 (Can.). For a discussion of Section 23, see, for example, Denise Réaume & Leslie Green, Education and Linguistic Security in the Charter, 34 McGill L. J. 777 (1988–1989); Denise Réaume, Official Language Rights, in CONSTITUTIONAL LAW CASES, COMMENTARY AND PRINCIPLES 1300-11 (Leonard I. Rotman, Bruce P. Elman & Gerald L. Gall eds., 2008).

51. See, e.g., Lau v. Nichols, 414 U.S. 563, 566–68 (1974) (in which the U.S. Supreme Court held that a school district’s failure to provide programs for non-English-speaking Chinese students to assist the student in overcoming language barriers constituted a violation of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964). Though the continuing validity of Lau is in doubt for reasons unrelated to the specific rights of linguistic minorities, the case’s commitment to protecting non-English speakers through antidiscrimination law remains valid. In support of its holding in Lau, the Court quoted regulatory guidelines issued by the Department of Health, Education and Welfare: “Where inability to speak and understand the English language excludes national origin-minority group children from effective participation in the educational program offered by a school district, the district must take affirmative steps to rectify the language deficiency in order to open its instructional program to these students.” Id. at 568 (citing Identification of Discrimination and Denial of Services on the Basis of National Origin, 55 Fed. Reg. 11595 (July 18, 1970)).

52. Ruth Rubio-Marín proposes the term “instrumental language right” to describe this category, as opposed to non-instrumental language rights, which protect the use of language for its own sake. Ruth Rubio-Marín, Language Rights: Exploring the Competing Rationales, in LANGUAGE RIGHTS AND POLITICAL THEORY, supra note 5, at 52, 62–67. She explains that instrumental language rights are based on the idea that “language should not be a liability in the enjoyment of one’s general status of civil, social, and political rights and opportunities in society.” Id. at 63.
linguistic protection to cultural preservation and adopt a human rights approach to conflicts bearing upon language issues. Part II focuses on three functions in day-to-day life that generate language conflicts: (i) education, (ii) court proceedings, and (iii) communication with public authorities. It begins with a description of the rules and practices that regulate language use in these three areas in both the ICCPR and the ECHR. Next, it examines relevant case law that has come before the UNHRC and the ECtHR. The analysis demonstrates that there is a striking discrepancy between the announced justifications of the regime and the actual decisions of these two transnational bodies. Part III seeks to analyze and explain this discordance. Finally, Part IV concludes with a commentary suggesting that treating language interests under the rubric of human rights cannot truly be normatively defended.

I. LANGUAGE RIGHTS IN THEORY

While there is no international treaty dedicated to language rights, major international and regional legal instruments deal with the language-related interests of minorities. These treaties and conventions follow the same principles outlined above—that the best approach to regulate minorities’ language claims is through a human rights vocabulary and that the legal protection of minority languages and their speakers should be based on the cultural importance of language. They further assume that the protection of language is part of a larger policy of nurturing cultural diversity.

53. By contrast, the European Charter for Regional or Minority Languages, which came into force in 1998, directly protects the languages of national minorities. The Charter accommodates minority languages through an ‘à la carte’ system, under which state parties undertake to implement a minimum number of measures to promote minority or regional languages in different fields. Lauri Mäksoo, Language Rights in International Law: Why the Phoenix is Still in the Ashes, 12 Fla. J. INT’L L. 431, 456 (1998–2000) (citing the European Charter for Regional or Minority Languages, supra note 7, at part II).


The increased interest in linguistic rights has been accompanied by a growing debate as to the nature and theoretical underpinnings of such rights as human rights. See, e.g., Green, supra note 5; Denise G. Réaume, The Constitutional Protection of Language: Survival or Security?, in LANGUAGE and THE STATE: THE LAW and POLITICS of IDENTITY 37 (David Schneiderman ed., 1989); C. Michael MacMillan, Linking Theory To Practice: Comments on “The Constitutional Protection of Language”, in LANGUAGE and THE STATE: THE LAW and POLITICS of IDENTITY, supra, at 59, Réaume, supra note 11.
A prime example of this is Article 27 of the ICCPR, a covenant commonly regarded as an instrument that forms a part of the “International Bill of Rights.” Article 27 provides that “persons belonging to [ethnic, religious or linguistic minorities] shall not be denied the right . . . to enjoy their own culture . . . or to use their own language.”

To understand the importance of Article 27 of the ICCPR, we must briefly review its historical context. As Marks and Clapham write, “[t]he idea that members of minority communities should be protected from assimilationist pressures has a long history, and underpins the many ‘minority treaties’ that formed part of the post-World War I peace settlement.” After World War II, minorities treaties fell out of favor and “most observers assumed that something like the Czech experience would be the inevitable result” of a legal regime that resembled the old one. In place of support for minorities treaties, a new idea gained acceptance: that minorities could best be protected through universal, minority-specific human rights, combined with the prohibition of discrimination. This new orientation was reflected in the passing of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights in 1948. Almost immediately thereafter, however, the pendulum swung back and “the notion that membership of a minority community entails distinct human rights took roots.” The codification of Article 27 of the ICCPR in 1966 also exhibited this shift: the Article is the first and perhaps most notable

54. ICCPR, supra note 10, art. 27. Prior to the ICCPR, Article 2 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights ensured, inter alia, the nondiscrimination of the individual based on her linguistic status. See Universal Declaration of Human Rights, G.A. Res. 217 (III) A, U.N. Doc. A/RES/217(III), art. 2 (Dec. 10, 1948) (stating, “[e]veryone is entitled to all the rights and freedoms set forth in this Declaration, without distinction of any kind, such as race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other status.”). See also Henry Steiner, Political Participation as a Human Right, 1 Harv. Hum. Rts. Y.B. 77 (1988).


56. ICCPR, supra note 10, art. 27.


60. This shift “is reflected in the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide, adopted in 1948, under which certain acts committed with intent to destroy a ‘national, ethnical, racial or religious group’ were defined as a genocide and made international crimes.” Marks & Clapham, supra note 57. It is also reflected in the establishment of the U.N. Sub-Commission on the Prevention of Discrimination and the Protection of Minorities (‘Sub-Commission’) in 1947, with a double function of preventing discrimination and protecting minorities. On the establishment of the Sub-Commission and its role in the protection of minorities, see Thornberry, supra note 59, at 124–132.
expression in a binding universal instrument of minorities' direct right to their culture and language that goes beyond a guarantee of non-discrimination and the protection of individual rights.61

Notwithstanding the significance of Article 27, the drafting of the provision was fraught with difficulties. On the one hand, there was agreement among both statesmen and legal scholars on the need to recognize the legal status of a collectivity that is different from the individuals that compose it, and that is endowed with at least some rights that are more than the sum of the rights of equality and nondiscrimination of its individual members.62 On the other hand, most states refused “to accept proposals which would have obliged them to concede to every minority on its territory, regardless of its numbers, the right to obtain public financial assistance to establish institutions, amongst other things.”63 Ultimately, while Article 27 explicitly recognizes the right of minorities "to enjoy their own culture . . . and [to] use their own language,"64 the final formulation of the provision (minorities “shall not be denied” the listed rights) is “grudging, or at any rate negative.”65

The qualified wording of Article 27 led to important disagreement in the international legal and human rights literature about the beneficiaries of Article 27 and the precise nature of the legal obligations that follow from this provision.66 Article 27 may attach rights to the group itself or merely to the individual members therein, or to both.67 It may be understood to pro-

61. ICCPR, supra note 10, art. 27.
63. de Varennes, Language, Minorities and Human Rights, supra note 5, at 135.
64. ICCPR, supra note 10, art. 27.
65. Marks & Clapham, supra note 57.
66. This is reflected in the Human Rights Committee, which has been divided over numerous issues concerning the application of Article 27. See U.N. Doc. CCPR/C/SR. 625 AND S.R. 633 (1985).
67. For a general discussion of the individual or group nature of Article 27, see HENKIN ET AL., supra note 55, at 428–38.

For an individualistic reading of Article 27, see, for example, Report of the Committee of Experts, supra note 29, at 57 ("These rights are to be guaranteed to ‘persons belonging to such minorities . . . . In other words, the rights are accorded to individual persons, and not to the group as such."); Hurst Hannum, Minorities, Indigenous Peoples, and Self-Determination, in HUMAN RIGHTS: AN AGENDA FOR THE NEXT CENTURY, supra note 39, at 5 (Hannum refers to Article 27 as an “individually oriented text.”).

For a view of Article 27 as an individual right that is generally reliant on group rights, see, for example, U.N. Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights, General Comment No. 23 on The Rights of Minorities (Art. 27), ¶ 6.2, U.N. Doc. CCPR/C/21/Rev.1/Add.5 (April 8, 1994) (hereinafter General Comment No. 23) ("Although the rights protected under [Article 27 are individual rights, they depend in turn on the ability of the minority group to maintain its culture, language or religion."); Robert Dunbar, Minority Language Rights in International Law, 50 INT’L & COMP. L.Q. 90, 99 (2001) ("While the Article 27 right is enjoyed by individuals, in order to claim the protection of Article 27, both a ‘minority’ must exist and the individual must be a member of that minority."); HENKIN ET AL.,
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tect only national minorities or also immigrants, migrants, workers, refugees, and noncitizens.68 Finally, and most contentious, the Article may be interpreted as guaranteeing a broad right that places positive obligations on the state to assume an active role in accommodating minority language rights, or as a "narrow"69 right that imposes on states only a negative duty to refrain from regulating language use in certain domains.70

---

supra note 55, at 428–29 (Article 27 right refers to rights that are framed in terms of individuals who "belong to" certain groups; thus in the "terminology of international law, it would be more accurate to say that Article 27 recognizes 'minority rights' than 'group rights'"); Henry J. Steiner, Ideals and Counter-Ideals in the Struggle Over Autonomy Regimes for Minorities, 66 Notre Dame L. Rev. 1543, 1547 (1991) (["Rights of members of minorities to use their own language, to practice their religion, or to associate, are necessarily exercised jointly by individuals. In this respect, such individual rights have an inherently collective character"); ["Article 27 blends the individual and collective aspects of a minority culture"); see also Steiner et al., supra note 38, at 153. For a group rights interpretation of Article 27, see, for example, Tabory, supra note 11, at 209 (["Article 27 actually enunciate[s] in positive terms the rights of minorities as a group to us their own language.").


68. Francesco Capotorti in his famous review, for example, argued that Article 27 applies solely to national minorities but that immigrants may during the course of time become historical entities contemplated by Article 27. Special Rapporteur of the Sub-Commission on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities, supra note 62, at 16. For a similar position, see, for example, de Varennes, Language, Minorities and Human Rights, supra note 5, at 172 (["Attempts to restrict the category of [Article 27] beneficiaries to citizens, well-established minority groups (or national minorities), non-dominant minorities, or even non-indigenous groups have all been proven to be wrong . . . ."); Tabory, supra note 11, at 188–90.

In addition, according to the Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights, the individual designated to be protected need not be a citizen of the state, and thus permanent citizens are also protected. See General Comment No. 23, supra note 67, ¶ 5.1; cf. Heinz Kloss, The Language Rights of Immigrant Groups, 5 Int'l Migration Rev. 5, 250, 260–62 (advocating for "tolerance-oriented" linguistic rights for any minority, but "promotion-oriented" rights for established minority language speakers).

69. Kingsbury, supra note 67, at 489.

70. For a narrow interpretation of Article 27, see, for example, de Varennes, Language, Minorities and Human Rights, supra note 5, at 217–18 (["It should be remembered that it was never the intent of the drafters of article 27 to provide too many concessions to linguistic minorities. For better or for worse, Article 27 only affords a minimal guarantee of non-interference in certain areas . . . ."). For more on a narrow-negative interpretation of ICCPR Article 27, see U.N. Doc E/CN.4/Sub.2/286: §§ 150–57; Antony Anghie, Human Rights and Cultural Identity: New Hope for Ethnic Peace?, 53 Harv. Int'l L. J. 341, 344 (1992) (["Article 27 only requires the state to abstain from interfering with minorities wishing to practice their own culture. The state is not legally obliged to actively support minority cultures"); Marc Weller, The Contribution of the European Framework Convention for the Protection of National Minorities to the Development of Minority Rights, in The Rights of Minorities in Europe: A Commentary on the European Framework Convention for the Protection of National Minorities, supra note 5, at 620 (Article 27 is a "negative right"); Manfred Nowak, The Evolution of Minority Rights in International Law, in Peoples and Minorities in International Law 105, 109 (Catherine Bröllmann, Rene Lefèvre & Marjoleine Zieck eds., 2003) (["Since Article 27 . . . is phrased with the typically negative formulation that members of minorities ‘shall not be denied’ certain rights, positive state obligations to affirmative action . . . cannot be inferred from this provision"); Hannum, supra note 59, at 5 (Article 27
More recently, however, the U.N. Human Rights Committee, the body charged with the official interpretation of the ICCPR, has made clear its view that Article 27 recognizes a right which calls for positive protection, not only against acts of the state itself, but against acts by others within the states as well. Further, in an important communication that dealt, among other things, with the meaning of Article 27, the UNHRC replaced the grudging wording of the provision with a strong obligation: "[A]rticle 27 of the Covenant requires States parties to accord protection to ethnic and linguistic minorities."


On Article 27 as a provision that entails positive obligations, see Special Rapporteur of the Sub-Commission on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities, supra note 62, ¶ 213 ("Nevertheless, there is the reason to question whether the implementation of Article 27 of the Covenant does not, in fact, call for active intervention by the state. At the cultural level in particular, it is generally agreed that, because of the enormous human and financial resources which would be needed to for a full cultural development, the right granted to members of minority groups to enjoy their culture would lose much of its meaning if no assistance from the government concerned was forthcoming.").


72. General Comment No. 23, supra note 67, ¶¶ 6.1 & 6.2, which read as follows: "6.1. Although [A]rticle 27 is expressed in negative terms, that article, nevertheless, does recognize the existence of a ‘right’ and requires that it shall not be denied. Consequently, a State party is under an obligation to ensure that the existence and the exercise of this right are protected against their denial or violation. Positive measures of protection are, therefore, required not only against the acts of the State party itself, whether through its legislative, judicial or administrative authorities, but also against the acts of other persons within the State party.

6.2. . . . positive measures by States may also be necessary to protect the identity of a minority and the rights of its members to enjoy and develop their culture and language and to practise their religion, in community with the other members of the group.

The implications of Article 27's right of minorities to "enjoy their culture and to use their language" were further elaborated in "the influential, if not formally binding" 1992 United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Persons Belonging to National or Ethnic or Religious Minorities ("U.N. Declaration"). This document, which is considered to be an interpretative declaration of Article 27, transcends the tentative approach of Article 27 of the ICCPR. Article 2 of the U.N. Declaration uses an affirmative tone and insists that: "[p]ersons belonging to . . . linguistic minorities . . . have the right to enjoy their own culture . . . and to use their own language."77

Around the same time that the United Nations passed the U.N. Declaration, regional bodies also adopted a human rights vocabulary for the protection of language rights of minorities, particularly national minorities. Like

---

74. Marks & Clapham, supra note 57, at 46.
77. U.N. Declaration, supra note 75, art. 2.1. For a discussion of this point, see Heintze, Article 1, in The Rights of Minorities in Europe, A Commentary on the European Framework Convention for the Protection of National Minorities, supra note 5, at 95.
78. "National minority" is undefined in every international instrument dealing with minority rights. On the lack of a definition, see generally The Council of Europe and Minority Rights, 18 Hum. Rts. Q. 160, 161–70 (1996). In Gorzelik v. Poland, the ECHR noted that "the formulation of . . . a definition [of a national minority] would have presented a most difficult task, given that no international treaty—not even the Council of Europe’s Framework Convention for the Protection of National Minorities—defines the notion of 'national minority.'" Gorzelik v. Poland, 44158/98, Eur. Ct. H. R. (Fourth Section) (admissibility) (May 17, 2001).
For criticism of the "national minority paradigm" that distinguishes between historically present minorities and new arrivals, see Cristina M. Rodriguez, Language and Participation, 94 Calif. L. Rev. 687, 709–18 (2006).
the U.N. Declaration, these documents were also at least partially influenced by Article 27.

In 1998, for example,” the Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe (“OSCE”) published its standards for the treatment of the linguistic rights of national minorities.79 The Oslo Recommendations Regarding the Linguistic Rights of National Minorities (“Oslo Recommendations”), a document that begins by acknowledging the “considerable importance” of the ICCPR in the context of language rights,80 rests upon the presumption that “existing standards of minority rights are part of human rights.”81 It then sets out to provide “reference for the development . . . [and effective implementation of] language rights of persons belonging to national minorities, especially in the public sphere.”82 Although the Oslo Recommendations are not legally binding upon states, they are nonetheless highly influential, “politically binding”83 documents and represent the position of the OSCE High Commissioner on National Minorities (“HCNM”).84

Following the ethnic-nationalist violence in Europe during the early 1990s, the Council of Europe similarly adopted two crucial instruments that privilege human rights vocabulary in dealing with issues that bear on languages and national minorities in Europe.85 As with the Oslo Recommendations, we meet the spirit of Article 27 of the ICCPR here too. Opened for signature in 1992, the European Charter for Regional or Minorities Languages focuses exclusively on the regulation of the use of languages.86 It begins by declaring that “the right to use a regional or minority language in private and public life is an inalienable right conforming to the principles embodied in the ICCPR, and according to the spirit of the Council of Europe Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental

80. Id.
81. See id., at 3.
82. Id. at 4.
84. See Rainer Hofmann, Introduction, in THE RIGHTS OF MINORITIES IN EUROPE: A COMMENTARY ON THE EUROPEAN FRAMEWORK CONVENTION FOR THE PROTECTION OF NATIONAL MINORITIES, supra note 5, at 1–2 (outlining HCNM’s role in creating the Oslo Recommendations).
86. The Charter applies directly and exclusively to the regulation of the use of territorially-anchored ‘regional or minority languages’ that are “different from the official language(s) of [a] State” and are “traditionally used within a given territory of a State by nationals of that State who form a group numerically smaller than the rest of the State’s population.” European Charter for Regional or Minority Languages, supra note 7, art. 1.
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Freedoms."87 Opened for signature in 1994, the Framework Convention for the Protection of National Minorities in turn extends language privileges indirectly as a consequence of minority protection and the importance of language to minorities.88 Article 10 touches upon the use of national minority languages and gives a "clearer legal form"89 for the use of national minority languages and signifies the "growing legal appreciation of the human rights dimension of language rights."90

In addition to adopting a human rights approach to minorities’ language claims, Article 27 of the ICCPR calls for the protection of the minority’s language because of its importance to the minority, and advances a reading of language as a central component of culture.91 The UNHRC notes that Article 27 establishes rights for minority groups, including language rights, which are "directed towards ensuring the survival and continued development of the cultural . . . identity of the minorities concerned, thus enriching the fabric of society as a whole."92 Like Article 27, other international and regional charters and conventions also connect the identity constitutive function of language with culture and diversity. There are numerous examples, including "[l]anguage is one of the most fundamental components of human identity,"93 "regional or minority languages" are "an expression of cultural wealth,"94 “[a]ll languages are the expression of a collective identity,"95 and many others.96

87. European Charter for Regional or Minority Languages, supra note 7, pmbl.
89. Fernand de Varennes, Article 10, in THE RIGHTS OF MINORITIES IN EUROPE: A COMMENTARY ON THE EUROPEAN FRAMEWORK CONVENTION FOR THE PROTECTION OF NATIONAL MINORITIES, supra note 5, at 301, 302.
90. Id. at 302–03.
91. ICCPR, supra note 10, art. 27.
93. Oslo Recommendations, supra note 13, at 11.
94. European Charter for Regional or Minority Languages, supra note 7, art. 7(1)(a).
95. Universal Declaration on Linguistic Rights, supra note 18, art. 7(1).
II. LANGUAGE RIGHTS IN PRACTICE

This section contrasts the ideal of a human rights approach to minorities’ language claims as expressed in major international and regional treaties and conventions with the actual judicial interpretations given to linguistic demands by the UNHRC and the ECtHR.\textsuperscript{97} As mentioned above, Article 27 of the ICCPR secures persons belonging to linguistic minorities an express right to enjoy their own culture and to use their own language.\textsuperscript{98} This provision “clearly involve[s] obligations which are additional to those set out in the European Convention.”\textsuperscript{99} The ECHR contains no specific minority rights provision analogous to Article 27 and offers no autonomous rights for a linguistic minority as such. Such minorities, therefore, have no direct way to claim language rights before the ECtHR.\textsuperscript{100}

Article 14 of the Convention, however, prohibits discrimination on the grounds of language in the exercise of the substantive rights of the Convention.\textsuperscript{101} But even the nondiscrimination protection offered under the ECHR is narrower than the one provided by the ICCPR: Article 14 of the ECHR only has an accessory character in that the prohibition of discrimination must be invoked in combination with other rights enshrined in the Convention.\textsuperscript{102} The ICCPR, in turn, includes two separate anti-discrimination provisions: Article 2(1) (a general, autonomous prohibition of discrimination based, inter alia, on language) and Article 26 (prohibition against discrimination regarding all activities which the state regulates by law), which together provide a greater protection against the discrimination of minorities than the one offered under Article 14 of the ECHR.\textsuperscript{103}

Notwithstanding the narrower scope of Article 14 of the ECHR, the ECtHR held that minority groups can use this provision to bring forth vio-

\textsuperscript{97} The methodology which was deployed to find and analyze the specific decisions that are analyzed in this section can be found in the Appendices, as well as a complete list of the cases.

\textsuperscript{98} ICCPR, supra note 10, art. 27.


\textsuperscript{101} ECHR, supra note 31, art. 14. Article 14 of the ECHR was later also set out in Council of Europe, Protocol No. 12 to the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms art. 1, Nov. 4, 2000, available at http://conventions.coe.int/Treaty/en/Treaties/Html/177.htm (“The enjoyment of any right set forth by law shall be secured without discrimination on any ground such as sex, race, colour, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, association with a national minority, property, birth or other status.”).

\textsuperscript{102} ECHR, supra note 31, art. 14.

\textsuperscript{103} Henrard, supra note 11, at 71 n.75.
lations of European Convention obligations and submit applications to the Court qua group.104 Furthermore, the Court and the Commission have interpreted the accessory character of the provision “with increasing flexibility, which could have rather positive repercussions for members of minorities.”105 Thus, while the primary document of the ECHR is more ambivalent in its protection of language rights than the ICCPR, it still leaves a potential avenue for language right claims.106 It remains unclear, however, whether the Article 14 antidiscrimination clause covers linguistic and cultural preservation of the collective, or only protects against animus or irrational treatment of the group and its individual members due to their linguistic status.

A. Education

In a recent decision not directly related to schools, the UNHRC stated that “in the context of article 27 [of the ICCPR], education in a minority language is a fundamental part of minority culture.”107 Yet the ICCPR is silent on the topic of the language of instruction in schools.108 The ECHR,

---

104. See Geoff Gilbert, The Burgeoning Minority Rights Jurisprudence of the European Court of Human Rights, 24 Hum. Rts. Q. 736, 738–39 (2002) (noting the ECtHR has held “it is contrary to the European Convention to treat ‘any person, nongovernmental organization or group of individuals’ in a discriminatory fashion . . . without reasonable and objective justification . . . .”). Indeed, the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe also more recently “reiterate[d] its position that the protection of persons belonging to national minorities is essential to . . . the promotion of the diversity of cultures and languages in Europe.” Council Resolution 1713, supra note 85, ¶ 8.

105. Henrard, supra note 11, at 72.

106. Mancini and de Witte, supra note 12, at 271. Mancini and de Witte refer to Geoff Gilbert, who argues “there is a burgeoning minority rights jurisprudence of the Court based on interpretation and application of the European Convention.” Gilbert, supra note 104, at 738.


108. See ICCPR, supra note 10, art. 27 (discussing minority language use generally, but not specifically discussing education in a minority language). Note, however, that more recent international instruments deal with the language of education more directly. See OSCE High Comm’r on Nat’l Minorities, The Hague Recommendations Regarding the Education Rights of National Minorities & Explanatory Note 5, Oct. 1996, available at http://www.osce.org/hcnm/32180?download-true (noting that “[t]he right of persons belonging to national minorities to maintain their identity can only be fully realized if they acquire a proper knowledge of their mother tongue during the educational process”), Oslo Recommendations, supra note 13, at 1–2 (stating that the fulfillment of the basic human “right of persons belonging to national minorities to use their language” naturally depends upon their ability to know the language, focusing on the need to protect the language of “persons belonging to national/ethnic groups who constitute the numerical majority in one State but the numerical minority in another (usually neighboring) State”).

More recent international instruments recognize specific “positive” minority language and education rights. See e.g., Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, G.A. Res. 61/295, U.N. Doc. A/RES/61/295, art. 14 (Sept. 13, 2007) (stating that the indigenous people have a right to an appropriate depiction in education of their cultural backgrounds and upbringings); Universal Declaration on Linguistic Rights, supra note 18, art. 24 (arguing that “[a]ll language communities” should have resources to enable their language to have presence “at all levels of education within their territory”); U.N. Declaration, supra note 75, art. 4(4) (committing states to take “whatever appropriate . . . measures in the field of education, in order to encourage knowledge of the history, traditions, language and culture of the minorities existing within their territory. Persons belonging to minorities should have adequate opportunities
like the ICCPR, does not mention education. But Article 2 of Protocol 1 ("Enforcement of Certain Rights and Freedoms Not Included in Section I of the European Convention on Human Rights") adds a universal right to education. Significantly, the right is a general right to education, not education in a particular language.

To gain knowledge of the society as a whole); Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe, Document of the Copenhagen Meeting of the Conference on the Human Dimension of the CSCE art. 34, June 29, 1990, available at http://www.osce.org/odihr/19394 (stating that the participating States would ensure that national minorities "have adequate opportunities for instruction of their mother tongue" and "in educational establishments, they will also take account of the history and culture of national minorities"); Convention on the Rights of the Child, G.A. Res. 44/25, U.N. Doc. A/44/49, art. 29(1)(c)-(d) (Nov. 20, 1989) (stating that there should be respect for and development of a child’s cultural identity); International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, G.A. Res. 2200A (XXI), U.N. GAOR, 21st Sess., Supp. No. 16, U.N. Doc. A/6516, art. 13 (Dec. 16, 1966) [hereinafter ICESCR] (providing that the participating States recognize the right of everyone to have an education).

For historical contrast, during the League of Nations era, the Minorities Treaties signed during the Paris Peace Conference at the conclusion of WWI contained provisions specifically involving the use of a minority language as a medium of instruction in the state school system. These provisions made it obligatory for a state to provide primary public instruction in minority language under certain conditions. See the Polish Minorities Treaty art. 9, June 28, 1919, available at http://www.ucis.pitt.edu/ehistory/Hi200Readings/Topic5-R1.html, which provided the basis for all other Minorities Treaties. However, this system was limited and applied only to minorities living in countries defeated in WWI. Further, even for the Minorities Treaties, the purpose was not the protection of minorities’ languages qua languages, but ensuring international stability. Tennent Harrington Baglay, The International Protection of Minorities, in MINORITIES IN NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL LAW 172, 196 (Satish Chandra ed., 1985) (quoting President Wilson’s draft article for the League Covenant). On the same point, see C. A. Macartney, NATIONAL STATES AND NATIONAL MINORITIES 297 (Russell & Russell 1968) (quoting President Wilson’s speech at the 1919 Peace Conference of May 31, 1919).

"No person shall be denied the right to education. In the exercise of any functions which it assumes in relation to education and to teaching, the State shall respect the right of parents to ensure such education and teaching in conformity with their own religious and philosophical convictions." Council of Europe, Protocol to the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms as Amended by Protocol No. 11 art. 2, Mar. 20, 1952, available at http://conventions.coe.int/Treaty/en/Treaties/Html/009.htm [hereinafter First Protocol].

Note that Article 8(1) of the Draft Protocol to the ECHR on national minorities, included in the Parliamentary Assembly’s Recommendation 1201, contains a much less ambiguous statement of the right to minority language education. Council of Europe, Recommendation 1201 on an Additional Protocol to the Rights of National Minorities to the European Convention on Human Rights art. 8(1), Feb. 1, 1995, available at http://assembly.coe.int/Main.asp?link=http://assembly.coe.int/Documents/AdoptedText/9393/ertc1201.htm#1. However, the Minority Protocol was not adopted by the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe, and therefore creates no binding international legal obligation. But see Dunbar, supra note 53, at 101 n.43 (stating that while the proposal was never adopted by the Committee of Ministers and "does not create any binding international obligations, the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe considers itself bound by it").

Other international instruments outside the ICCPR and/or the ECHR use a general prohibition of discrimination to create a right for public schooling in a minority language when a substantial number of students of a minority are concentrated territorially (or the "sliding-scale" approach). But "[s]uch a right
Four cases will exemplify the contrast between the ideals of the language rights approach and the actual record of their enforcement by the UNHRC and the ECtHR in dealing with the language of instruction in public schools.112

In the **Belgian Linguistic Case**,113 possibly the most famous international case involving schooling, the ECtHR adjudicated the claim of Francophone parents who argued that Belgium implicitly violated the rights of French-speaking minority parents living in Flanders by offering education in state-financed schools in Dutch only, while also withdrawing subsidies from private schools operating in French in that region.114

In their argument, the Francophone parents asserted that a mother tongue is as constitutive of the self as religious belief.115 Thus, for the parents, the obligation in Article 2 of the First Protocol to ensure that education is provided in conformity with parents’ "religious and philosophical convictions"116 should also cover their "cultural and linguistic preferences."117 The lack of education in French, they explained, created "instruments of forced depersonalisation"118 for the children and violated the "personal, absolute and inalienable right"119 of the head of the family that "his children should resemble him . . . culturally."120

The ECtHR held that, although the ECHR is silent on the language of instruction in school, in fact the right to education contained in Article 2 of the First Protocol includes an implicit language component. The right, the judges explained, "would be meaningless if it did not imply . . . the right to be educated in the national language."121

is not, however, necessarily limited to minorities, since it can be linked to the general prohibition of discrimination." Fernand de Varennes, *The Linguistic Rights of Minorities in Europe*, in *MINORITY RIGHTS IN EUROPE: EUROPEAN MINORITIES AND LANGUAGES* 5, 21 (Snezana Trifunovska & Fernand de Varennes eds., 2001). Examples of such instruments on both the international and regional European level are: The Hague Recommendations Regarding the Education Rights of National Minorities & Explanatory Note, supra note 108; U.N. Declaration, supra note 75, art. 4; Central European Initiative, CEI Instrument for the Protection of Minority Rights art. 18, Nov. 19, 1994, available at [http://www.mzv.cz/file/18550/CEI_Instrument_for_the_Protection_of_Minority_Rights.pdf](http://www.mzv.cz/file/18550/CEI_Instrument_for_the_Protection_of_Minority_Rights.pdf); Framework Convention for the Protection of National Minorities, supra note 88, art. 14, and European Charter for Regional or Minority Languages, supra note 7, art. 8. However, members of a minority are expected also to learn the official language to a reasonable degree of fluency.

112. Only some selected cases are presented here. For a complete list of cases, see the appendices.


114. See The Belgian Linguistic Case, supra note 113, at 890 (describing the Francophone parents’ claims and legal issues).

115. Id. at 840.

116. First Protocol, supra note 110, art. 2.


118. Id. at 870.

119. Id. at 844.

120. Id.

121. Id. at 858. On this point, see de Witte, supra note 111, at 284.
Dutch, in this region—there are no language rights in the public school system. The judges explained that "conferring on everyone . . . a right to obtain education in the language of his own choice would lead to absurd results."122

The Strasbourg Court declared that "to interpret the terms ‘religious’ and ‘philosophical’ as covering linguistic preferences would amount . . . to read[ing] into the Convention something which is not there."123 For the judges, the aim of the language of instruction in school is to promote "among pupils a knowledge in depth of the usual language of the region"124 and "to achieve linguistic unity within the two large regions of Belgium in which a large majority of the populations speaks only one of the two national languages."125 The Court sacrifices here the broad ideology of language preservation for the more pressing pragmatic need to secure political and social peace in a country that has a history of tension between two linguistic communities. Precisely because language is, for the judges, merely a means of communication distinct from identity (as opposed to religion or philosophical beliefs), requiring children to assimilate “against their wish[es], into the sphere of the regional language”126 cannot be “characterized as an act of ‘depersonalisation’. ”127

The Belgian Linguistic Court allowed French-speaking parents two possible exits from this regime of “linguistic uniformity”: they could bus their children to attend schools in the French-speaking regions, or they could open unsubsidized private schools that better reflect their linguistic and cultural preferences. As the court noted, the territorial measure does “not prevent French-speaking parents who wish to provide a French education for their children from doing so, either in non-subsidized private schools, or in

122. The Belgian Linguistic Case, supra note 113, at 866.
123. Id. at 860. In a more recent decision, the Court noted that:

"[A] right to education in a particular language or a right to obtain from the State the creation of a particular kind of educational establishment cannot be derived from Article 2 of Protocol No. 1. This provision does not require of States that they should, in the sphere of education or teaching, respect parents’ linguistic preferences, but only their religious and philosophical convictions. To interpret the terms "religious" and "philosophical" as covering linguistic preferences would amount to a distortion of their ordinary and usual meaning and to read into the Convention something which is not there."

Moreover, the Court recalls that the “drafting history of that Article” confirms that the object of the second sentence of Article 2 was in no way to secure respect by the State of a right for parents to have education conducted in a language other than that of the country in question. Skender v. Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, App. No. 62059/00, Eur. Ct. H.R. 1, 6 (2001) (citation omitted).

The term “philosophical convictions” was explained by the ECtHR in Campbell v. United Kingdom as relating “to such convocations as are worthy of respect in a ‘democratic society’ and are not incompatible with human dignity” (citation omitted). Campbell v. United Kingdom, 48 Eur. Ct. H.R. (ser. A) at 16 (1992).

125. Id. at 884.
126. The Belgian Linguistic Case, supra note 113, at 908.
127. Id. at 910.
schools in the French unilingual region or in the Greater Brussels District.”

The entitlement that the Court is applying here is the individual right of parents to direct the education of their children and not a positive right for the possession and use of the language itself. The French language in private schools has no intrinsic value in and of itself, but is only one manifestation of the larger privilege of the parents to opt out.

Two recent cases—Waldman v. Canada from the UNHRC and Cyprus v. Turkey from the ECtHR—provide precedents regarding when the state does in fact have financial obligations toward schools that use minority language as the medium of instruction. In Waldman v. Canada, an applicant who wished to provide his children with a Jewish education challenged Ontario’s practice under its Education Act of funding Roman Catholic schools, but not schools of other religious persuasions. Waldman raised, inter alia, a violation of Article 26 of the ICCPR (non-discrimination) in connection with Article 27 of the ICCPR (right to “enjoy culture and use language”). He submitted that “the conferral of a benefit on a single religious group cannot be sustained . . . . [w]hen a right to publicly financed religious education is recognized by a State party, no differentiation should be made among individuals on the basis of the nature of their particular beliefs.” In addition, he argued, “Article 27 recognizes that separate school systems . . . form an essential link in preserving community identity and the survival of minority religious groups and that positive action may be required to ensure that the rights of religious minorities are protected.” Waldman brought the two violations together precisely because his demand could not be reduced to only a procedural claim about fairness. He was making both a due process demand regarding fairness in distribution (under Article 26, discrimination is the substantive right per se, with separate religious education a possible solution to protecting this other right) and a

128. Id. at 898.
129. For historical contrast, the Permanent Court of International Justice operating during the League of Nations era held that “provision will be made in the public educational system in towns and districts in which are resident a considerable proportion of Albanian nationals whose mother-tongue is not the official language, for adequate facilities for ensuring that in the primary schools instruction shall be given to the children of such nationals, through the medium of their own language.” Minority Schools in Albania, Advisory Opinion, 1935 P.C.I.J. (ser. A/B) No. 64, at 14 (Apr. 6). Another PCIJ decision stated that Article 9 of the Polish Minorities treaties (which called for public facilities for ensuring primary education in minority language) represented the right of “minorities . . . [to] enjoy . . . amongst other rights, equality of rights . . . in matters relating to primary instruction.” Treatment of Polish Nationals in Danzig, Advisory Opinion, 1932 P.C.I.J. (ser. A/B) No. 44, at 21 (Feb. 4).
133. ICCPR, supra note 10, art. 26.
134. Id. art. 27.
136. Id. ¶ 3.5.
But the UNHRC only focused on the discriminatory component of Waldman’s demand and found a violation of Article 26 of the ICCPR. The decision read in part: “the Covenant does not oblige States parties to fund schools which are established on a religious basis. However, if a State party chooses to provide public funding to religious schools, it should make this funding available without discrimination.” According to this anti-discrimination rationale, “funding for the schools of one religious group and not for another must be based on reasonable and objective criteria.” After the UNHRC found that there was an Article 26 violation, it declared that it was “of the opinion that in view of its conclusions in regard to Article 26, no additional issue arises for its consideration.”

The communication did not raise a language issue, but in a concurring opinion, Professor Martin Scheinin connected it directly to linguistic protection. Article 26 of the ICCPR, he explained, did not permit states that opt to fund minority language education to make unjustified distinctions among different minority languages. Consequently, while a state is not obligated to subsidize private education in a minority language, if it chooses to fund education in one language or religion, it should also financially support all other minority languages or religions, unless there are “reasonable and objective criteria” not to do so.

Significantly, the right that the UNHRC applied in Waldman v. Canada was a nondiscrimination entitlement that called only for a technical remedy for the state policy of financing religious schools. The UNHRC never went beyond procedural justice to bring about a systematic change in the relationship between Roman Catholic and other religious collectivities in Canada.

In Cyprus v. Turkey, the ECtHR followed the same principle of reasonable application of nondiscrimination. This case concerned Turkey’s occupation of Northern Cyprus in 1974 and the establishment of the Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus (“TRNC”). The TRNC permitted Greek-speaking elementary schools to operate but abolished Greek-speaking secondary schools, in effect requiring Greek children beyond elementary school to

---

139. Id.
140. Id. ¶ 10.7.
141. Waldman v. Canada, Views of the Human Rights Comm., U.N. Doc. CCPR/C67/D/694/1996, ¶ 5 (Nov. 5, 1999) (Scheinin, J., concurring) (“Providing for publicly funded education in minority languages for those who wish to receive such education is not as such discriminatory, although care must of course be taken that possible distinctions between different minority languages are based on objective and reasonable grounds.”).
attend either Turkish- or English-language secondary schools.\footnote{144} The applicants alleged that this violated the educational rights guaranteed under the First Protocol to the ECHR in conjunction with Articles 8 and 14 of the ECHR.\footnote{145}

In its judgment, the Grand Chamber explained that because students could receive continuing secondary education in one or more languages, "[i]n the strict sense, accordingly, there is no denial of the right to education."\footnote{146} Citing its Belgian Linguistic judgment, the Court remarked that the right to education under Article 2 of the First Protocol "does not specify the language in which education must be conducted in order that the right to education be respected."\footnote{147} Nevertheless, the Court emphasized the particular circumstances of this case: the Turkish-Cypriot authorities had continued to provide primary education in Greek but eliminated "the secondary educational facilities which were formerly available to children of Greek Cypriots" and that used Greek as the medium of instruction.\footnote{148} In addition, while the TRNC allowed students to continue their secondary education in the Greek language in the South, they undermined this formal possibility by denying the right of students who completed their education to return to the North.\footnote{149} In the Court’s view, this left the Greek Cypriot pupils in an "unrealistic"\footnote{150} situation: they could neither meaningfully exercise the right to travel South, nor could they benefit from secondary education in either Turkish or English because they began their education in Greek-speaking schools and had no sufficient knowledge of either of these tongues.\footnote{151} The majority of the Court held that "[h]aving assumed responsibility for the provision of Greek-language primary schooling, the failure of the ‘TRNC’ authorities to make continuing provision for it at the secondary-school level must be considered in effect to be a denial of the substance of the right at issue."\footnote{152} It follows that, if the TRNC opted to subsidize primary schools using Greek as the language of instruction, it had to “make continuing provision” for secondary schools. Again, the right that the ECtHR applies here is a due process entitlement in education, not a language privilege, with language as only a subset of the nondiscrimination right. The TRNC has no obligation to provide education in Greek at all, but since it offered primary education in the language, it would be a breach of the procedural right not to also provide secondary education in that language.\footnote{153}

\footnotesize{144. Cyprus v. Turkey, ¶ 275.}  
\footnotesize{146. Cyprus v. Turkey, ¶ 277.}  
\footnotesize{147. Id.}  
\footnotesize{148. Id. ¶ 275–76.}  
\footnotesize{149. Id. ¶ 275.}  
\footnotesize{150. Id. ¶ 278.}  
\footnotesize{152. Cyprus v. Turkey, ¶ 278.}  
\footnotesize{153. Significantly, Geoff Gilbert notes that the result of the case was heavily conditioned by the particular situation in Northern Cyprus, especially the existence of Greek language schools, their aboli-}
Finally, in Oršić v. Croatia, "the ECtHR examines" a case that involves the education of Roma pupils in Europe.154 The case stems from an unusual posture: the applicants sought to integrate into mixed classes in the dominant language after having been barred from those classes for failing to pass entry exams conducted in the majority tongue.155 The claimants alleged, among other things, discrimination and violation of the right to education on the ground of ethnic origin.156

In deciding the case, the Oršić Court treated the Roma pupils as a "specific type of disadvantaged and vulnerable minority"157 (in fact, the judgment includes 10 separate references to the Romani people as a "disadvantaged" group) that requires "special consideration"158 and found a violation of the antidiscrimination provision on the ground of ethnic origin in breach of Article 14 of the ECHR.159

For the Grand Chamber, "the decisive factor" of the case was the Roma students' "lack of knowledge or inadequate knowledge of Croatian, the language used to teach in schools."160 As such, "the central question to be addressed" was "whether adequate steps were taken by the school authorities to ensure the applicants' speedy progress in acquiring an adequate command of Croatian and, once this was achieved, their immediate integration in mixed classes."161 In answering this inquiry, the Court held that, while Roma pupils could be placed in special classes,162 with only "supplementary tuition in the Croatian language,"163 Croatia was under an "obligation to take appropriate positive measures to assist the applicants in acquiring the necessary language skills [in the majority language] in the shortest time possible, notably by means of special language lessons, so that they could be

---

155. The Roma applicants were placed into special Roma classes, composed only of Roma students, within the general school system. See Oršić v. Croatia, App. No. 15766/03 Eur. Ct. H.R., ¶ 10 (2010).
156. Oršić v. Croatia, ¶139 (Third intervening claimed that the Roma students were denied "[A]ccess to education without discrimination.").
157. Id. ¶ 147.
158. Id. ¶ 148.
159. Id. ¶ 185.
160. Id. ¶ 60.
161. Id. ¶ 67 (citing The third report on Croatia, published on 17 December 2004, ¶ 145).
162. Oršić v. Croatia, App. No. 15766/03 Eur. Ct. H.R., ¶ 157 (2010). The judges added "temporary placement of children in a separate class on the grounds that they lack an adequate command of the language is not, as such, automatically contrary to Article 14 of the Convention." Indeed, "in certain circumstances such placement would pursue the legitimate aim of adapting the education system to the specific needs of the children. However . . . appropriate safeguards have to be put in place." Id.
163. Oršić v. Croatia, ¶ 60 (quoting almost entirely the Croatian Constitutional court).
quickly integrated into mixed classes,” where education “was in Croatian only.”164

The Court here took a narrowly utilitarian approach to the Romani language, forcing Croatia to accept the use of the minority language only in the process of its elimination. Romani is treated as an obstacle that Roma pupils must overcome in order to participate in the school environment, rather than as a valuable cultural possession worthy of legal protection. The decision calls on Croatia to accommodate the language as a liability to a “specific type of disadvantaged and vulnerable minority.”165 such that accommodation should last only until the students surmount this disability and assimilate “in the shortest time possible”166 into the linguistic mainstream. In contrast, if the Romani language were protected as a good on its own merits, the Court would at least have had to consider offering the Roma children the possibility of meaningful bilingual education that could assist them in both learning the majority language and developing their own mother tongue.167 The only language that the ECtHR protects in the long term is the majority language. In the end, the regime is about speedy assimilation on fair terms.

We began with two doctrinal regimes—the ICCPR, which grants a right to “enjoy culture and use of language” under Article 27, and the ECHR, which only offers a nondiscrimination-based language entitlement under Article 14 in conjunction with Article 2 of the First Protocol. Yet the decisions of the UNHRC and the ECtHR converge. The two transnational bodies protected non-majority language in the public school system in only one of two forms: either as a subset of another right such as nondiscrimination or the freedom of parents to direct the education of their children, or as an impediment to successful assimilation into the linguistic mainstream. For

164. Id. ¶ 165.
165. Id. ¶ 147.
166. Id. ¶ 165.
the former, the language of instruction is not a good on its own merits, but
is treated as merely a subcategory of other general rights that are not them-
selves culturally or linguistically specific. For the latter, accommodation is
transitory and offered only to those as yet unable to speak the majority
language.168

B. Court Proceedings

While both the ICCPR and the ECHR were silent on language of educa-
tion in public schools, these two instruments include an explicit language
component in dealing with an accused in criminal proceedings. Articles
14(3)(a) and (f) of the ICCPR grant positive protection to the language of an
accused in criminal procedures and guarantee that, first, a defendant must
be informed of the nature of the charges in a language that she understands,
and, second, that she should have the right to the assistance of an inter-
preter when facing trial in a language which she does not understand.169 At
the same time that Article 14 of the ICCPR explicitly mentions the language of
an accused, it links—and thus also limits—the language component of the
right to a procedural guarantee of a fair trial: the focus of the provision is on
a language that an accused “understands,” not on the language that she
chooses or desires.170

The ECHR echoes the ICCPR when addressing court proceedings. Article
5(2) of the ECHR provides that “[e]veryone who is arrested shall be in-
formed promptly, in a language which he understands, of the reasons for his
arrest and of any charge against him.”171 Article 6(3) of the ECHR specifies
that “[e]veryone charged with a criminal offence has the following mini-
imum rights: (a) to be informed promptly, in a language which he under-
stands and in detail, of the nature and cause of the accusation against him;
. . . [and] (e) to have the free assistance of an interpreter if he cannot under-

168. The discussion does not include Catan v. Moldova and Russia, App. nos. 43370/04, 8252/05 and
8454/06, Eur. Ct. H.R. (2010), as we are still waiting for a judgment on the merits. However, this
decision may ultimately prove very important for our discussion. The applicants in the case, 600 children
studying at Evrica High School in Ribnia, their parents, and one of the teachers complained about the
closure of their schools and their harassment by the “Moldavian Republic of Transdniestria” (“MRT”) 
authorities under Article 2 of Protocol No. 1 to the Convention and Articles 3 and 8 of the Convention,
taken alone and in conjunction with Article 14. In a decision on the admissibility of the application, the
Court decided that the case “raise[s] serious questions of fact and law which are of such complexity that
their determination should depend on an examination on the merits. These complaints cannot, therefore,
be considered manifestly ill-founded within the meaning of Article 35 § 3 of the Convention, and no
other ground for declaring them inadmissible has been established.” Id. ¶ 112. A further judgment on
the merits is now pending.

169. ICCPR, supra note 10, art. 14(3)(a), (f). See also U.N. Human Rights Comm., Equality before
the Courts and the Right to a Fair and Public Hearing by an Independent Court Established by Law,
General Comment No. 13, ¶¶ 8, 13 (April 13, 1984).

170. On this argument, see Kristin Henrard, Language and the Administration of Justice: The Interna-

171. ECHR, supra note 31, art. 5(2).
stand or speak the language used in court.” 172 Again, neither provision guarantees a full-blown language entitlement, but instead offers only a limit on the due process right—the Articles require language protection only insofar as it is strictly needed for an accused to “understand” the charges against him and to defend himself in court. 173 The threshold of “understanding” is, however, left undefined. 174 By way of illustrating how these provisions were applied in practice, I will briefly review several cases from both the UNHRC and the ECtHR. 175

172. Id. art. 6(3).

173. More recently, the Minorities Protocol adds a much clearer expression of the right of the minority language community to the use of its mother tongue in contacts with judicial authorities. It provides: “[i]n the regions in which substantial numbers of a national minority are settled, the persons belonging to a national minority shall have the right to use their mother tongue in their contacts with the administrative authorities and in proceedings before the courts and legal authorities.” Id. art. 7(3). However, the protocol was never ratified. For a good summary of the E.U. directives on language assistance in criminal proceedings, see James Brannan, ECHR Case-law on the right to Language Assistance in Criminal Proceedings and the EU response, available at http://www.eulita.eu/sites/default/files/Brannan%20ECHR%20case%20law%202_.pdf.

174. This vague standard is the subject of criticism. For example, Wiersinga argues: “Everything must be seen against the background of adequacy. Generally speaking, the rights guaranteed by Art. 6 . . . have to be ‘practical and effective’. This means that a lot of ‘casuistics’ can be modelled on this pretty vague, European standard.” WIERINGSA in Aequalitas, Lessius Hogeschool 2003, at http://www.agisproject.com/ (Publications). Trechsel, President of the former European Commission on Human Rights until 1999, makes a similar point: “[The Court] prefers a vague reference to the proceedings as a whole and to fairness in general to the meticulous analysis of each guarantee . . . .” STEFAN TRECHSEL, HUMAN RIGHTS IN CRIMINAL PROCEEDINGS 207 (2006).

The right to interpretation in court proceedings is now enshrined and developed in a EU Directive. The Explanatory Memorandum (15/12/2009) stated: “This initiative for a Directive sets out the basic obligations and builds on the ECHR and the case-law of the ECHR.” Its Preamble specifically mentions the ECHR several times, declaring the need to implement the Article 6 rights and guarantees consistently and to develop, within the EU, the minimum protection already guaranteed under the Convention (see Recital 7). See Directive 2010/64/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 20 October 2010 on the right to interpretation and translation in criminal proceedings, published in the Official Journal of the European Union on 26/10/2010. Similarly, other international and European instruments do provide provisions for the use of minority languages in court proceedings when the numbers of minorities are present in significant numbers. See, e.g., Recommendations 18 and 19 of the Oslo Recommendation Regarding the Linguistic Rights of National Minorities, or Article 9 of the European Charter, Article 10(2) of the Framework Convention.

Importantly, in both the ICCPR and the ECHR, the right to the use of a particular language in the courts applies to criminal proceedings and does not generally extend to civil courts. Article 7(3) of the Draft Protocol on Minorities, however, proposed a general right for national minorities “to use their mother tongue . . . in proceedings before the courts and legal authorities,” but, as noted earlier, the Protocol was never adopted by the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe (Minorities Protocol, art. 7(3)). While, the terms of Article 6 of the ECHR are not specifically enumerated to civil cases, “if a party to a civil proceedings is denied the rights mentioned in paragraph 3 [of Article 6 ECHR], under certain circumstances this may entail that there is no ‘fair hearing’ in the sense of the first paragraph.” KRISTIN HENRARD, LANGUAGE AND THE ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE: THE INTERNATIONAL FRAMEWORK, 7 INT’L J. ON MINORITY & GROUP RTS. 75, 83 (2000). See also YUTAKA ARAI ET AL., THEORY AND PRACTICE OF THE EUROPEAN CONVENTION ON HUMAN RIGHTS 579 (Pieter van Dijk et al. eds., 4th ed. 2006) (discussing the term “fair hearing” in Article 6 of the ECHR).

175. In this section, I only look at selected jurisprudence that dealt with the issue of language in court proceedings. A complete list of the cases analyzed in the paper can be found in the appendices.
In *Guesdon v. France*, the UNHRC examined a communication from a Breton-speaking person who was convicted in criminal proceedings after he and his witnesses demanded to give testimony in Breton with the assistance of an interpreter paid by the state, which the French Court would not allow. Guesdon raised a violation of Article 14 (fair trial) in connection with Article 27 (right to “enjoy culture and use language”). He submitted that he and his witnesses had a right to use in court the “language [of their] ancestors” and “to express themselves with ease . . . and in the language which they normally speak.” The author mobilized both Articles 14 and 27 precisely because his claim sought not only to address individual fairness but also to accommodate a collective linguistic identity, a request that falls outside of what an accused can ask for under the due process provision.

While *Guesdon* brought forth violations of both Article 14 and Article 27, the Committee separated the two provisions: the members of the UNHRC focused on due process and structured the language component as a subset of the procedural guarantee. The decision reads in part:

> [A]rticle 14 is concerned with procedural equality; it enshrines, inter alia, the principle of equality of arms in criminal proceedings. . . . [T]he requirement of a fair hearing [does not] mandate States parties to make available to a citizen whose mother tongue differs from the official court language, the services of an interpreter, if this citizen is capable of expressing himself adequately in the official language.

After the UNHRC overruled a due process violation, it “did not find it necessary to address . . . [A]rticle 27 of the Covenant in this case, as the facts of the communications did not raise issues under this provision.” This is particularly interesting because at the time of ratifying the ICCPR, France had entered a reservation to Article 27, effectively excluding the minority rights contained therein; thus, the Committee could have refused to examine the application of the provision to the case in light of the reservation. For

---

178. *Id.* ¶ 6.2.
179. *Id.* ¶ 6.5. *See also* *id.* art. 27.
180. *Id.* ¶ 6.4.
181. *Id.* ¶ 6.2.
184. Indeed, in other “Breton cases,” the UNHRC explicitly stated that France inserted a ‘reservation’ regarding Article 27 of the ICCPR. *See, e.g.*, Human Rights Comm., *Communication No. 347/1988*, ¶ 5.3, S.G. *v. France*, U.N. Doc. CCPR/C/43/D/347/1988 (Nov. 15, 1991) (holding that ‘France’s declaration’ made in respect of [Article 27] is tantamount to a reservation and therefore precludes the Committee from considering complaints against France alleging violations of [A]rticle 27 of the Cove-
the UNHRC, the application was about a due process right, not a language privilege. Therefore, the solution (if found appropriate) should be tailored to meet only the individual’s fair trial circumstances, not the group’s contention for shared life and the redistribution of collective goods. The Committee stopped after determining that no due process guarantees were violated. 185

In focusing only on an individual due process entitlement—the most minimal interpretation of the complainant’s claims—the UNHRC picked up on a distinction that was embedded in the ICCPR itself, between Article 27’s broad commitment to cultural/linguistic preservation (the right to enjoy one’s own culture and to use one’s own language) and Article 14’s functional guarantees (only the right to understand the proceedings in court). 186

Article 14, which protects language as part of a due process guarantee, calls for much less accommodation than does a full-fledged language right. 187

Due process is satisfied with only adequate mutual comprehension between an accused and the court; the national court alone determines what constitutes an acceptable level of linguistic proficiency. The test is pragmatic: fairness dictates only that a litigant must understand the charges against him so that he can participate in the proceedings against him. In contrast, if the minority language right of a defendant were protected under the more robust language right envisioned in Article 27, the Court would at least have had to consider that the accused be allowed to speak in his language of choice and not forced against his will to conform to the language of the majority. 188

---

186. ICCPR, supra note 10, art. 14.
187. Id.
188. Subsequent communications show variations of the same preference of Article 14 over Article 27. See, e.g., Human Rights Comm., Communication No. 323/1988, Cadoret v. France, U.N. Doc. CCPR/C/41/D/323/1988 (Apr. 11, 1991) (authors claiming a violation, inter alia, of Articles 14 together with Article 27 of the ICCPR, arguing that Article 14 gave them a right to defend themselves in a criminal trial in their Breton mother tongue. Again, the UNHRC focused only on Article 14 and not Article 27. The Committee held that the “fair trial” guarantee merely demands that the accused is “sufficiently proficient in the court’s language” and “need not take into account whether it would be preferable for [the accused and/or his witnesses] to express themselves in a language other than the court language.” Id. ¶ 5.7. After the Committee found that there was no Article 14 violation, it announced “In respect of the authors’ claim of a violation of Article 27 of the Covenant . . . the facts of the communications did not raise issues under this provision.” Id. ¶ 5.3.; see also Human Rights Comm., Communication No. 220/1987, ¶ 8.4, T.K. v. France, U.N. Doc. CCPR/C/37/D/220/1987 (Dec. 8, 1989) (regarding the Court’s refusal to entertain a complaint submitted in Breton and holding that, if an author demonstrated “proficiency in French,” the dominant language of the Court, there would be no “irreparable harm” to his substantive right if he was forced to use “the French language to pursue his remedy.”). Compare with Denise Réauume, The Demise of the Political Compromise Doctrine: Have Official Language Use Rights Been Revived?, 47 McGill L.J. 593, 599 (2002) (discussing the Canadian approach protecting the rights of both French and English speakers, construing section 153 of the Constitution Act of 1867 and Section 19 of the Charter of Rights and Freedoms as imposing a positive obligation to enact legislation in both languages); Denise Réauume, Official-Language Rights: Intrinsic Value and the Protection of Difference in Citizenship in Diverse Societies, in CITIZENSHIP IN DIVERSE SOCIETIES 245, 252 (Will Kymlicka & Wayne...
Like the UNHRC, the ECtHR also focuses on individual-based procedural fairness. For the ECtHR, the language used in the trial is a form of state-endorsed “disadvantage” that can negatively impact accused persons who do not understand the language of the proceedings. The Court will protect claimants who are completely ignorant of the Court’s language and thus cannot respond to the charges against them. It will not, however, accommodate the language demands of a bilingual defendant who can speak the language of the proceedings but chooses not to do so.

Similar to the UNHRC, the ECtHR has developed a utilitarian test for what constitutes a sufficient level of linguistic proficiency: the accused should be able “to have knowledge of the case against him and to defend himself.” The determination of adequate linguistic skills requires reference to a threshold of individual fairness and equality, not collective linguistic/cultural preservation. Further, the judge must actively make this determination, rather than relying on the defendant’s subjective feeling of being linguistically at home in the court environment. Legal accommodation ends as soon as an accused overcomes the language hindrance and completes his assimilation to the mainstream.

Norman eds., 2000 (citing the statutorily-protected right to use either English or French in the Canadian courts as a “characteristic feature of the Canadian language rights regime”).


190. See Broucek v. Italy, 167 Eur. Ct. H.R. (ser. A) (1989) (in which the ECtHR held a violation of paragraphs 3 (a) and 1 of Article 6 of the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms when a German national was prosecuted in Italy without an interpreter, stating that the burden of proof is on the judicial authorities to show that the defendant sufficiently understands the language of the court, not for the defendant to show he did not).


See also Bideault v. France, App. No. 11261/84 (1985) at 256 (concerning statements by French witnesses whose mother tongue was Breton and who claimed the right to use that language despite the fact that they also spoke French. The Commission held that Article 6(3) did not recognize witnesses’ right to choose the language they wished to use in court (“Article 6 para. 3 (d) of the Convention does not guarantee the right of witnesses to speak in a language of their choice”); Clerfayt v. Belgium, European Comm’n of Human Rights App. No. 10650/83, decision on admissibility of 17 May 1985.


193. See, e.g., Luedicke v. Germany, 29 Eur. Ct. H.R. (ser. A) (1978), ¶ 53 (noting that the purpose of Article 6, paragraph 3(e) is “to prevent any inequality between an accused person who is not conversant with the language used in court and an accused person who does speak and understand that language.”).

194. See Isop v. Austria, App. No. 8086/60, 1962 Y.B. Eur. Conv. on H.R. 108 (showing the ECtHR actively determining linguistic skill rather than relying on claimant’s stated discomfort with the language of the court, resulting in dismissal of the application to use his home language).

195. See, e.g., K. v. France, App. No. 10210/82, 35 Eur. Comm’n H.R. Dec. & Rep. 203, 207 (1983) (declaring inadmissible an Article 6 claim for deprivation of interpreter to facilitate the claimant’s defending himself in Breton because claimant was born and educated in France and could adequately express himself in French, showing that protection is procedural (individual fair trial), not substantive
Since the objective of the procedural guarantee is a fair trial for the accused, the ECtHR views use of an accused’s preferred language as only one possible answer to the larger problem of due process. Indeed, Isop v. Austria\(^{196}\) suggests other possible solutions. In this case, the European Commission of Human Rights examined an application from an Austrian citizen of Slovene origin who insisted on presenting his civil complaint in his Slovene mother tongue.\(^{197}\) While he spoke some German, Isop argued that “his knowledge of the . . . [German language] . . . was [not] sufficient for a successful pursuit of his claim.”\(^{198}\) He added that denial of his request represented denial of a fair hearing and discrimination against him on the grounds of language and of association with a national minority.\(^{199}\) The European Commission of Human Rights dismissed the case, holding that the language requirement for a fair trial could also be satisfied through a lawyer proficient in the court language and whose language skills together with those of the accused amount to “sufficient linguistic knowledge” within the meaning of Article 6.\(^{200}\)

The decisions of the UNHRC and the ECtHR support the same approach of treating language as part of a due process guarantee, even though the ICCPR includes Article 27, which provides an express right for a minority to enjoy its culture and to use its language in addition to a due process provision that is missing from the ECHR. After the moment of language choice, the defendant is owed no more favorable legal treatment.

### C. Communication with the Authorities

In addition to the Article 27 right to enjoy culture and use language, the ICCPR also indirectly touches on the linguistic aspects of communication with the government. Article 25 calls on states to ensure equal access to public services in the country.\(^{201}\) Article 26, in turn, prohibits discrimination regarding all activities which the state had regulated by law and is based on grounds “such as . . . language.”\(^{202}\) Neither provision bars all
differential treatment based on language in the exchange between individuals and the state machinery, even if such differential treatment is disadvantageous to minority language speakers. However, both Articles 25 and 26 guarantee at least qualified procedural rights that prohibit a state from discriminating between different language groups, unless there is an objective justification to do so.  

Article 14 of the ECHR, in turn, offers no rights to the use of minority languages when interacting with the state. The provision bans discrimination only within the ambit of one of the substantive rights of the Convention. Since the right to use one’s language in dealing with public authorities is not protected by one of the provisions of the Convention, Article 14 cannot be used to challenge the unequal application of state regulations of public language use. To illuminate how these provisions were interpreted in practice, the paper now turns to case law.

In Diergaardt v. Namibia, the UNHRC dealt with an application by the Basters, a small Afrikaans-speaking, cattle-raising community that lives mainly in and around the Rehoboth region in central Namibia. The newly independent state of Namibia brought a radical change to the Basters’ traditional way of life. The authors claimed, inter alia, that Namibia denied them “the use of their mother tongue in administration, justice, education and public life” and instead forced them to use English, “a language they do not normally use and in which they are not fluent,” in breach of their rights under Articles 26 and 27 of the ICCPR. They emphasized, moreover, that the state “instructed [its] civil servants not to reply to the authors’ written or oral communications with the authorities in the Afrikaans language, even when they were perfectly capable of doing so.”

---

203. For example, Fernand de Varennes suggests that when dealing with a minority that is numerically important (twenty-five percent or more of the population) or territorially concentrated and state resources make it viable, local authorities should provide for increasing services in the minority language. Fernand de Varennes, Language, Minorities and Human Rights 56–105 (1996). For more on the “sliding scale” approach, see de Varennes, Language Rights Standards in Europe: The Impact of the Council of Europe’s Human Rights and Treaty Obligations, in Rights, Promotion and Integration Issues for Minority Languages in Europe, supra note 5, at 27.

204. ECHR, supra note 31, art. 14.

205. See id. art. 2–12.

206. Only some selected cases are presented here. For a complete list of cases, see the appendices.


209. Diergaardt v. Namibia, ¶ 3.3.

210. Id. ¶ 10.10. Although “article 3 of the [Namibian] Constitution declare[d] English to be the only official language in Namibia” it also “allow[ed] for the use of other languages on the basis of legislation by Parliament.” Id. ¶ 3.4. In spite of Article 3, civil servants were told not to reply to the authors’ communications in Afrikaans. Id. ¶ 10.10. A circular issued by a regional administrator to all public servants read in part:

“1. It has come to the attention of the office of the Regional Commissioner that some Government officials handle (answer) official phone calls and correspondence in Afrikaans contrary, to
In its decision, the UNHRC found a violation of the Article 26 nondiscrimination provision because the Namibian policy "intentionally targeted against the possibility to use Afrikaans when dealing with public authorities." The UNHRC focused on procedural equality, and the decision emphasized that the Afrikaans language was singled out for distinct treatment among the many minority languages spoken in Namibia and that the state had specifically only prohibited civil servants from communicating in the Afrikaans language. Indeed, the Committee ordered Namibia to "[allow] its officials to respond in other languages than the official one in a nondiscriminatory manner" (emphasis added). Notably, the norms the UNHRC upheld here are procedural fairness and state neutrality, not the importance of cultural diversity or the protection and promotion of the Basters’ minority language.

While the UNHRC gave the Basters’ language a very thin accommodation based on individual due process in the public sphere of the state, the decision emphasized that Namibia can only regulate the official use of language in public administration and “when dealing with public authorities” (emphasis added). In adopting this public-private divide, the Committee followed its earlier precedent in Ballantyne v. Canada. 2. While it is understood that Afrikaans was for a very long time the official language, it now officially enjoys the same status as other tribal languages.

3. All employees of the Government are thus advised to, in future, refrain from using Afrikaans when responding to phone calls and their correspondence.

4. All phone calls and correspondence should be treated in English, which is the official language of the Republic of Namibia.”

211. Diergaardt v. Namibia, individual opinion of Rajsoomer Lallah (dissenting), ¶ 3.
213. Diergaardt v. Namibia, individual opinion of Abdalfattah Amor (dissenting) ¶ 4. Another dissenting member held that "each sovereign State may choose its own official language and that the official language may be treated differently from non-official languages" (Id. individual opinion of Nisuke Ando (dissenting)). Finally, three more dissenting voices declared: "Once a State party has adopted any particular language or languages as its official language or languages, it would be legitimate for the State party to prohibit the use of any other language for official purposes . . . ." (Id. individual opinion of P.N. Bhagwati, Lord Colville, and Maxwell Yalden (dissenting) ¶ 6).
215. Ballantyne v. Canada, Communications Nos. CCPR/C/47/D/359/1989 and 385/1989, Views, ¶ 11.2 (U.N. Human Rights Comm., May 5, 1993) (denying an Article 27 claim on the grounds that English speakers are not "a linguistic minority" in Canada and establishing that minority status is determined in reference to numbers throughout the country). Anglophone claimants challenged Quebec’s Bill 178, which required the exclusive use of French for outdoor commercial signs and the names of
Committee stated explicitly that “[a] state may choose one or more official languages, but it may not exclude, outside the spheres of public life, the freedom to express oneself in a language of one’s choice.” And so we have the terms of the status quo: no freedom of language choice in the public domain and cultural/linguistic autonomy in the unsubsidized private sphere.

The ECHR provides no substantive entitlement to language choice in relation with the authorities. Thus, the ECtHR quickly dismisses applications that raise this violation. The lineup of relevant cases starts with Inhabitants of Leeuw-St. Pierre v. Belgium. In this case, the European Commission of Human Rights reviewed an application from Francophone complainants who asked to receive administrative documents from their government in French. The French-speaking applicants raised arguments that revolved around the primacy of language to cultural identity. They submitted that “freedom of thought ... also covers cultural or linguistic freedom” and that they thus “have the right to expect full development of their personality through their own form of culture.”

The European Commission of Human Rights declared the application inadmissible, and dismissed the applicants’ claim of a right “to use the language of their choice, or of their mother tongue ... in relations with the authorities.” For the European Commission of Human Rights, language in the context of dealing with the official bodies of the state was not a “form of culture,” as the applicants contended, but instead merely a mode of communication that facilitates “the completion of all administrative formalities.” The function of language is thus pragmatic—to facilitate communication with the official bodies of the state. While there may be no freedom of chosen language in communication with the state, the European Commission of Human Rights allowed the flourishing of non-dominant languages in the private sphere. Indeed, the Commission noted, even the Belgian Government had agreed that “these considerations” apply only to “the use of languages of administration.”

commercial forms, arguing that the Bill violated their rights under various provisions of the ICCPR. Ballantyne v. Canada, ¶ 3.1. The UNHRC rejected the claim that the Bill violated Article 26’s equal treatment provision and Article 27. Id. ¶¶ 11.4, 11.5.


Id. at 352.

Id.

Id. at 360.


Id. at 348 (emphasis added). The Belgian Government’s reply read: ‘These considerations are obviously applicable without restriction to the applicants’ grievances regarding the use of languages of administration. It is clear that one has to distort the usual
Subsequent case law confirmed the reasoning in Inhabitants of Leeuw-St. Pierre. It is now beyond doubt that the Strasbourg Court does not recognize a right to language choice in communication with the state. Recently, in Mentzen v. Latvia, the judges stated “at the outset” that:

[L]inguistic freedom as such is one of the rights and freedoms governed by the Convention . . . the fact remains that with the exception of the specific rights stated in Articles 5 § 2 and 6 § 3 (a) and (e), the Convention per se does not guarantee the right to use a particular language in communications with public authorities or the right to receive information in a language of one’s choice.

The ICCPR implicitly accommodates the non-majority language in dealings with the state and ensures the provision of government services in some minority languages when appropriate and practical in the circumstances. It also provides an express right for minorities “to the use their own language” under Article 27. In contrast, the ECtHR lacks a direct language privilege and furthermore includes no substantive right for communication with the government that would enable a claim of nondiscrimination under Article 14. Yet, in practice, the jurisprudence of both bodies holds that a state can regulate the public space so that it is monolingual. In the rare instance where the UNHRC has found a violation in relation to communica-

See similarities to X v. Ireland where the applicant argued that a demand by the Irish government that forms for children’s allowance be filed in the Irish language amounted to “an imposition,” X. v. Ireland, App. No. 4137/69, 1970 Y.B. Eur. Conv. on H.R. (Eur. Comm’n on H.R.) 792, of the decision, indeed a “language dictatorship,” id. at 794. In response, the European Commission of Human Rights found that the state’s request to “complete in the Irish language the form for claiming child allowances . . . could not in any way be considered as an interference with the applicant’s freedom of expression.” Id. at 796.

In contrast, the Committee has noted that, in private affairs, there is nothing that prevents minority speakers “from expressing their thoughts freely in the language of their choice.” X. v. Belgium, App. No. 1769/62, 1963 Y.B. Eur. Conv. on H.R. (Eur. Comm’n on H.R.) 444, 456.


228. ICCPR, supra note 10, art. 27.


tion with the public state, the Committee bypassed the question of robust language protection by focusing on nondiscrimination.

III. Discussion: A Language Right Turned Into a Right to be Assimilated on Fair Terms Into One’s State

The decisions of the UNHRC and the ECtHR are very closely aligned regarding minority language use. Both bodies provide non-majority language speakers accommodation grounded in the material needs of the individual but stop short of accommodating the individual’s demand for a shared life and the linguistic collectivity’s need for social power and confidence. The legal treatment of the language in the court proceedings of the UNHRC and the ECtHR is a good example. Neither court is willing to accommodate demands for linguistic freedom in a court setting by a bilingual defendant. At the same time, both the UNHRC and the ECtHR will likely protect the language rights of a defendant who cannot comprehend the court procedures and ties his application to fairness and individual due process as opposed to a demand for cultural preservation.

This linguistic accommodation has a strong antidiscrimination component. Non-majority languages have no substantive status themselves under antidiscrimination protection—the procedural element merely mandates a rational treatment of minority-language speakers so that they are not affected by false stereotypes or animus based on their language class. This is a narrow remedy that focuses on form and participation (not reallocation of resources) and does not prohibit every distinction involving a language, but only those that are ‘unreasonable’ in the light of the relevant factors. The view provided by the UNHRC in Diergaardt v. Namibia and Waldman v. Canada


234. While the ECtHR dealt with this factual reality, see Brozicek v. Italy, App. No. 10964/84, X Eur. Ct. H.R. X (1989), such a case has not yet presented itself before the UNHRC. However, under the terms of Article 14 of the ICCPR, it is reasonable to predict that the Committee will accommodate such an applicant.

235. See de Varennes, supra note 5, at 117–21. More specifically for the ECtHR, the substantive test applied by the judges in situations where they consider an Article 14 violation is that:

"[T]he principle of equality of treatment is violated if the distinction has no objective and reasonable justification. The existence of such a justification must be assessed in relation to the aim and effects of the measure under consideration, regard being had to the principles which normally prevail in democratic societies. A difference in treatment in the exercise of a right laid down in the Convention must not only pursue a legitimate aim: article 14 (art. 14) is
illustrates the difference between robust linguistic/cultural protection of minorities and much more limited antidiscrimination accommodation. Namibia could not discriminate only against the Basters' language in dealing with the state, and Canada could not grant preferential treatment in funding only Roman Catholic schools. But while the UNHRC demanded procedural justice in state policy, it did not ask either state to afford any structural protection that would be more favorable for the minority's long-term cultural or linguistic survival and growth.

In addition, the two enforcement bodies offer transitory accommodation to non-dominant language speakers that lasts only until their assimilation into the linguistic mainstream. The UNHRC and the ECtHR accommodate minority language speakers so long as their linguistic status seems immutable and creates an impediment for participation in larger social processes of society. Both bodies consider language immutable only until the ability to speak in the majority language, or the fact of bilingualism, has been acquired. Favorable legal treatment ends when the speaker is able to choose between languages. Legal protection thus stops short of providing resources toward cultural/linguistic retention. We see this clearly with cases dealing with court proceedings; neither body allows bilingual accused to choose a language that is not that of the majority.236

Finally, both the UNHRC and the ECtHR consistently avoid a head-on discussion of the merits of a maximalist interpretation of language rights. They sidestep this topic by deferring at each turn to a pragmatic management of the immediate need of the two parties to the conflict. This point is demonstrated by briefly revisiting the three cases that came before the European Human Rights Court and that involve the language of education in public schools. In Oršuš v. Croatia, the accommodation of the Romani language was not based on a determination that it was a treasured cultural resource worthy of continual legal protection, but rather based on the judges' detailed analysis of the Roma students' difficulty in assimilating due to their specific turbulent history.237 Similarly, in Cyprus v. Turkey, the judges accommodated Greek instruction in public schools not out of an authentic respect for the Greek language, but rather because of their evaluation of the larger circum-

236. See supra Part II.
237. Thus, the Oršuš Court opinion reads:

"While the case at issue concerns the individual situation of the fourteen applicants, the Court nevertheless cannot ignore that the applicants are members of the Roma minority. Therefore, in its further analysis the Court shall take into account the specific position of the Roma population . . . the Roma have become a specific type of disadvantaged and vulnerable minority . . . . They therefore require special protection . . . ."

stances of the case, particularly the fact of occupation. 238 Lastly, in the Belgian Linguistic Case, in withholding protection, the Court bypassed the identity-constitutive value of the French language by focusing instead on the immediate need to secure "linguistic unity" 239 in a state that has witnessed years of linguistic tension. 240 In each of these cases, the decision to extend or deny protection to minority languages was made with significant contextual considerations, and is not derived from a moral or political investment in languages. 241

A surprising finding of this study is the convergence between the UNHRC and the ECtHR regimes in handling claims bearing on language use in the public sphere. As we saw already, the UNHRC and the ECtHR represent two separate legal regimes that include different entitlements in relation to linguistic minorities: Article 27 of the ICCPR offers minorities a right "to enjoy their own culture . . . [and] to use their own language." In contrast, the ECtHR does not provide applicants with a similar direct right, and "[l]inguistic freedom as such is not one of the rights and freedoms governed by the Convention." 242 Instead, the ECtHR merely prohibits discrimination on the grounds of language—as one of a number of suspected grounds—in the exercise of the substantive rights of the Convention. 243

The fact that the decisions of the UNHRC and the ECtHR nevertheless align with each other suggests that the members of the UNHRC and the judges of the ECtHR are relatively insensitive to the precise formulation of the treaty regimes pertaining to language rights. In all the years of its operation, the UNHRC never once used the wording of Article 27 to justify an actual protection in relation to a language claim dealing with any of the three functions examined in the paper: education, court proceedings, and

240. The decision noted that, in Belgium, the "factual features which characterise the life of the society" is of "a plurilingual State comprising several linguistic areas." The Belgian Linguistic Case, at 31–32, 86.
communication with the government. Applicants before the UNHRC who used Article 27 to substantiate their complaints did not advance any further in realizing their interests than did those applying before the ECtHR, who had no access to a similar direct language right. At the same time, the ECtHR mobilizes other rights, especially nondiscrimination entitlements, to grant a measure of linguistic protection (similar to those filing before the UNHRC) through due process and equality.

Ultimately, the status quo that emerges from the case law flies in the face of the goals advanced by major international and regional treaties and conventions as well as those supported by human rights scholars. International judicial or quasi-judicial human rights bodies have recast the human rights approach to language protection as a limited due process accommodation. Further, the value of language as central to identity is reconfigured as an obstacle that individuals must overcome in order to participate in society. This slippage between the promise of the law and the actual holdings of the UNHRC and the ECtHR has serious costs. In particular, it leads us to misunderstand what, in fact, is going on with our international language rights regime. There are four separate issues at play.

First, and most obviously, the gap confuses the impact of our international language rights regime. Despite the seemingly broad commitment of our regime to a robust protection of language rights as human rights, human rights courts and other international decisionmaking institutions do not protect and nurture cultural diversity in practice. The UNHRC and the ECtHR implement the promise of language protection as a policy that allows the State to incentivize assimilation of fair terms, transforming a diversity-protecting impulse into an integrationist regime. The two supranational bodies accommodate non-majority language speakers in the public realm only insofar as needed to prevent irreparable harm from discrimination based on linguistic status, and merely until these speakers complete their transition into the linguistic mainstream of society and its dominant cultural practice. Minority language, therefore, is accommodated in the public domain only during the process of its elimination. The main language interest protected in the long term is the interest in learning the majority language; in the end, the commitment of the legal regime to the protection of minority languages is skin deep.

Second, the chasm conceals the distributional aspect of our international language regime. In particular, it elides the reality whereby minority lan-

language speakers bear unevenly the distributional cost of linguistic protection. For the majority, the dominant language is their mother tongue, whereas linguistic minorities are expected to learn this tongue as a foreign language and to pay the transition cost involved in shifting between languages. This leads minorities to suffer from an inequality of opportunities that are derivative of unequal valuable native competences.\textsuperscript{246} Next, to the extent they wish to retain their mother tongue, minority-language speakers are also required to cover the expenses associated with the linguistic preservation of their language in the private realm: they can subsidize private schools (Belgian Linguistic Case);\textsuperscript{247} they can hire more expensive native lawyers in court cases (I sop v. Austria);\textsuperscript{248} and they can translate administrative forms at their own expense (X v. Ireland).\textsuperscript{249}

Linguistic minorities also bear unevenly additional non-monetary costs. The linguistic accommodation of minorities, limited as it is, is channeled through constructing their language as a disability. But this disability may actually also be the product of this very same classification by either the UNHRC or the ECtHR. One can see this in the Oršuš decision. In the case, the ECtHR guarantees the Roma pupils benefits in education only as members of a “special disadvantaged group.” Romani children—particularly the primary school age applicants in the case—may internalize the Court’s negative definitional terms of their language and culture and see those terms as fundamental to their identity.\textsuperscript{250} Moreover, to the extent that each individual Romani student understands herself as a member of a preexisting general group of victims, her space for experiencing her own uniqueness and accommodating her own particular needs or special qualities is erased. Indeed a regime that accommodates the cultural interests of the majority members of the minority may in fact end up causing serious harm to the individual needs of some members within the group.\textsuperscript{251}


\textsuperscript{251} The dissenting opinion in Oršuš touched on this very point: “the interest of the applicants and other Roma children who did not speak the Croatian language” varied considerably from those of Roma students “who did speak Croatian” and “had an interest in not being held back too much in their
But minority-language speakers do not stand alone. While the dominant-language speakers remain largely invisible in all the cases surveyed in the paper, in practice they enjoy disproportionately the benefits of our international legal regime of language protection. They enjoy a regime of cultural preservation that is achieved on the cheap.

In the public sphere, the UNHRC and the ECtHR have defended the use of a single designated national language. Outside the national language, the members of either the UNHRC or the ECtHR protect only a thin layer of non-majority languages that is focused on fairness and the needs of the individual, and that demands the most minimal redistribution of resources: transitory immersion programs in school (not bilingual schools), interpreters in criminal procedures only for those defendants who are completely ignorant of the court language (not every defendant’s language of choice), and no linguistic freedom in dealing with the state. At the same time, in the private unsubsidized realm, the UNHRC and the ECtHR support a thick layer of cultural and linguistic preservation and guarantee linguistic minorities’ complete freedom to defend and to develop their distinct linguistic identity and cultural practices. But this is only after they have shifted the costs of the maintenance of minority language and cultures to the private sector and onto concerned individuals themselves.

As a result, the majority populations free-ride on the benefits that come with both the dominant language-learning of the minority, therefore a convergence on a monolingual public space (thus benefits such as nation building, a common public language of citizenship, effective communication), as well as the preservation of minorities’ mother tongue on their own resources, which confer the advantages of cultural diversity. The majority...
reap these dual advantages without being asked to bear either the transaction costs associated with a language shift or providing the resources needed to protect and develop a robust bilingual society.

The dominant-language group also benefits in a second, non-material way. In putting the burden of language shift on the minority, the majority confirms not only its own linguistic identity, but also its superiority. If minority language is changeable, theirs is fixed; while a minority’s tongue is unstable, theirs is immutable.

The third cost of the disparity between the lofty ideals and the actual judicial interpretation of language rights’ claims is that it masks the skewed incentive system inherent in our international regime of language rights. At each turn both the UNHRC and the ECtHR neglect the general ideology of linguistic preservation and focus instead on accommodating the immediate pragmatic needs of the two parties. In the long term this pragmatic bent means that our international legal regime protects to a greater degree those who completely opt out of the public realm of the state (either by choice, by necessity, or by accident) than it does those who partially collaborate with the state’s larger political and economic project while also preserving a degree of their distinct language and culture. For example, an accused individual in a criminal trial who belongs to a non-dominant linguistic group but who has assimilated enough into the state to possess “sufficient knowledge” in the dominant language is forced to speak in the language of the court, even if he feels that his knowledge of that language is not “sufficient for a successful pursuit of his claim.” However, if the same accused had never learned the state language (again either by choice, by necessity, or by accident), he would be allowed to use the language of his choice in court sessions, and would have the costs of an interpreter covered by the state. Procedurally, this means that those who do not participate in the state project end up with more accommodation by the international legal regime than those who do. But it also means that they would be protected by the law only so long as they are unable to speak the majority language, thus also to the extent that they remain politically marginal and either unwilling or unable to speak the majority tongue to make serious claims on the public state.

Kymlicka, Liberalism, Community and Culture, supra note 67, ch. 7–9, 5–6.

256. See Martha Minow, The Supreme Court 1986 Term, Forward: Justice Endangered, 101 Harv. L. Rev. 10, 51 n.201 (1987) (suggesting that “[i]n assigning the label of difference, the group confirms not only its identity, but also its superiority, and displaces doubts and anxieties onto the person now called ‘different.’”).

257. See Philippe Van Parijs, supra note 246, at 182 (discussing the link between language and dignity and the implication of unequal dignity on linguistic minorities from a philosophical perspective).


Fourth, and finally, the slippage between the broad theoretical framework of the regime and the actual case law confuses the role of human rights litigation. If we start by taking seriously the trumping power of a human rights approach to linguistic conflicts, the international judge is expected to operate as an instrument of law that objectively interprets the relevant legal doctrine existing outside the political society and implements it absolutely, irrespective of distributional consequences. But, in fact, the expectation that judges will function as neutral instruments of law is not a plausible description of judicial behavior in linguistic disputes.  

Objective implementation of the law in conflicts bearing on language is simply not possible. Rights are vague (see again the ambiguous minimum standard of language “adequacy” that can satisfy the requirement of a fair trial under Article 6 (3)(e) ECHR). Rights, moreover, contradict each other (recall the shift in the ICCPR between Article 27’s broad commitment to cultural/linguistic preservation—the right “to enjoy culture and to use language”—and Article 14’s functional and instrumental guarantee for a “fair trial”). Further, they contain undefined potential in relation to language claims (for instance, Article 14, the antidiscrimination provision of the ECHR). Finally, both opposing sides can present their claims in terms of honoring valid rights, indeed at times even the same right—resulting in two norms of equal qualitative significance without an a priori way of prioritizing between them.

Instead of an independent judiciary, a better frame to understand the role of the members of the UNHRC or the judges of the ECtHR is to view them as policy actors whose decisions are politically oriented or/and pragmatically driven. The decisions of the members of the UNHRC and the judges of the ECtHR are politically driven in the sense that they defer back to sovereign authority. Previous work done on the ECJ suggests that “legislators are
more likely to act against judicial activism when it creates significant financial and political consequences and less likely to act against judicial activism that does not upset current policy.”

Building on this scholarship, this paper argues that the UNHRC and the ECtHR are likely to prioritize state interests and provide only nominal accommodation of language rights claims over the demands for maximal interpretation of the rights. Robust linguistic accommodation would place significant political and financial stress upon the state in the immediate term, especially when speakers of multiple languages populate the public sphere. Because of this dramatic material and political impact in the immediate time horizon, we can expect the UNHRC and the ECtHR to moderate their jurisprudence and competence in a way that would avoid the emergence of a consensus to attack their prerogatives.

This concern with political acceptability is likely to be particularly relevant to the UNHRC. The combined effect of the non-binding nature of the Committee’s “views” (which means that its decisions cannot be enforced without states’ consent) together with the optional nature of its jurisdiction under the Optional Protocol, which authorizes the Committee to address individual communications, suggests that the members of the Committee are likely to be more sensitive to the limits of their maneuverability in developing a legal doctrine that goes against state interests.

At the same time, the decisions of the UNHRC and the ECtHR may also be pragmatically driven. In this view, the members of the Committee and the judges on the Strasbourg Court operate like technocrats—they make judgment calls and tradeoffs, or a sophisticated allocation of scarce resources that involves a complex and detailed account of the political and economic stakes involved in the case at hand. Their final decision is oriented to the case itself, and is a far cry from adopting a human rights approach to the conflict that suggests the absolute applicability of rights and is blind to counter-pressures toward linguistic and cultural uniformity. By adopting


265. See Laurence R. Helfer and Anne-Marie Slaughter, Toward a Theory of Effective Supranational Adjudication, 107 YALE L.J. 273, 351 (1997) (discussing the shortcomings of the UNHRC in relation to the implementations of its decisions, the authors argue that “[t]he ‘views’ of the Committee are not binding under international law on the parties to the dispute before it. The Committee itself considers this fact ‘a major shortcoming in the implementation machinery established by the Covenant.’”)

266. See, e.g., Waldman v. Canada, Human Rights Comm., Communication No. 694/1996, U.N. Doc. CCPR/C/67/D/694/1996 (Nov. 5, 1999) (While the author claimed, inter alia, that the state’s practice of educational funding that differentiated between Roman Catholics and other religions was discriminatory within the meaning of Article 26 of the ICCPR, Canada submitted, among other arguments, that the privileged treatment of Roman Catholic schools is enshrined in the Constitution Act 1867 and that its funding practices are thus within its Constitutional obligations. Each of these conflicting sides here presented the Committee with powerful substantive arguments that were backed by valid
a pragmatic interpretation of language rights talk the UNHRC and the ECtHR may in fact bring the international language rights regime to the ground level of economic, political, and electoral constraints in the national realms. In doing so, they might also facilitate local experimentation that can indeed provide politically feasible results and economically practical solutions to language strife.

IV. Conclusion

Thus far, the paper has argued that, both as prescriptive and descriptive matters, the UNHRC and the ECtHR are not doing what we think they are doing. In this conclusion, it is further argued that these two supranational human rights bodies should not, in fact, follow the lofty ideals expressed in major international legal instruments and echoed by leading human rights scholars on language protection.

Language right claims are demands for new distributions of power. But the accommodation of multiple languages in a single economy is enormously costly. The demand to vindicate the worthy language arguments of some requires balancing against other perfectly just concerns. Students, for example, have valid claims for education in their mother tongue, but they also have a legitimate interest in quality facilities and good health care.
When entering the world of political balancing between competing claims, "it is always tempting to 'jump the queue,'" write Mark Kelman and Gillian Lester in a different context, "by claiming that one’s distributive interests take priority over the interests of another group."²⁶⁷ Both the coupling of language/culture and the human rights approach to language conflict are helpful in this context precisely because they enable "jumping the queue." They do that by providing a vocabulary that precludes seeing (thus also challenging) the concrete distributional consequences of linguistic accommodation. The tie between language and culture and rights vocabulary trumps the issue of costs and the inescapable link between privilege and deprivation in two different ways.

The emphasis on the bond between language and culture suggests that the problems with and solutions to language protection lie in the realm of culture, where communities generate their collective self-understandings. But it leaves the question of costs— with some that lose and others that win—largely unaddressed. Further, it also foregrounds the bearer of the right, the minorities (or the victim of violation), but backgrounds the beneficiaries of the regime that enjoy both the material and non-material benefits of the existing order. Human rights scholars and treaty language see culture, but they forget to consider who will bear the costs of vindicating language demands (and cultural preferences), and who benefits from the privilege and how.

Similarly, the mobilization of rights talk leaves very little room for the working of politics. If we take the rights approach seriously, even if the precise meaning of the right/duty remains unclear, it nonetheless suggests unconditional applicability. To maintain the compelling mode of universality and political neutrality, language rights talk must systematically ignore local economic and political variations. But there is no single, universal long-lasting legal or institutional arrangement that can resolve linguistic conflicts before the particularities of politics on the ground have begun. Linguistic struggles have multiple alternatives that require far-reaching, complex, and at times even contradictory homegrown responses. They all involve choices in specific situations with their own political and economic struggles. A universal solution to language disputes that transcends social and economic complexities is simply unattainable in light of the local nature of language strife. Human rights scholars and treaty language emphasize a language right, for example, Article 27 of the ICCPR,²⁶⁸ with absolute moral clarity; what they miss, however, is the political nature of reaching compromises in society.

There is more to the problem. Even if we ignore this external critique and take both the link between language and culture and rights vocabulary on


²⁶⁸. ICCPR supra note 10, art. 27.
their own terms, neither is a panacea to language protection. To begin, there is a variety of ways in which the emphasis on culture confuses the precise nature of the language claim involved. First, it underestimates the weakness of the connection between language and culture. The tie conflates the act of speaking a language with the status of belonging to a minority. This entails a conviction that cultural status is occupied exclusively by persons who speak the language. But possessing a language does not commit an individual to specific ways of thinking or behaving. One can be a member of the cultural group even if one does not speak the language, just as much as a native speaker can still opt out voluntarily or be expelled out of her linguistic group.269

Second, it is difficult to make sense of what culture means. Linguistic identity is not coherent; it is simply not stable prior to the discussion of it. There are no linguistic values or preferences that every person in any cultural group shares or ought to share. Just as individuals have multifaceted and shifting language needs and value preferences, unitary and uniform “linguistic minorities” that fall into rigid, ideal categories of cultural minorities are nonexistent. Because of the fluidity and the kaleidoscopic nature of linguistic identity, the investment in languages as an authentic expression of culture cannot provide a stable basis for legal protection. In reality, there is no single legal regime that is normatively preferable for all members of the group; a regime that protects the cultural interests of some members in the group may be catastrophic in its impact on other members of the very same language group.270 This is in no way to suggest that we should absolve ourselves of responsibility for remedying the suppression of linguistic minorities. On the contrary, it is precisely because we feel this responsibility that we must begin to distance ourselves from the language rights approach and focus instead on finding pragmatic and feasible ways to protect minorities’ language and culture.

Likewise, even if we take the rights approach to language on its own terms, this vocabulary is not a good fit for language demands.271 For one,
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rights are configured in the correlative terms of a right/duty relationship: for every right, there is a duty, and for every duty there exists a right. But many of the normative demands that come up in the context of language disputes—like a father’s wish that “his children should resemble him culturally”—simply cannot be reduced into a right-duty relationship. Furthermore, rights are “inescapably individualistic.” Yet the individual focus of legal treatment fails to capture the distinctive relational nature of language whereby the single self is both a product of and is embedded in her linguistic context. The accent on the individual, moreover, cannot sufficiently address the feeling of communal injustice that arises from the sense of belonging to an oppressed minority that is prohibited from using its “mother tongue” (Diergaardt v. Namibia) or “language of ancestors” (Guesdon v. France) in the public domain of the state.

Rights, moreover, usually privilege the state as both the source of the violation and the primary agent of change. This frame holds the state answerable for a concrete legal wrong and calls for a regulatory change as a remedy. But it discourages more creative political possibilities for action by ordinary citizens and impedes the undertaking of more structural changes to society. In the Oršuš decision, the ECtHR recognized that the policy of separate classes for Romani children and Croatian pupils was at least in part also due to “hostility” from the non-Romani parents who opposed mixed
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classes and “went so far as to stage a demonstration in front of a school . . . [to deny] . . . entry to the Roma children.” Yet in the judgment, the Orušč Court only held the state liable for the violation and ordered Croatia to reconsider the “schooling arrangements for Roma children.” This focus on state policy left the private arrangements of Croatian citizens and the more systemic character of the Roma problems in Croatia largely unaddressed. Indeed, even if Croatia would remedy its official misconduct, it is still likely that parents would demonstrate outside school gates against the admission of Roma students.

Finally, placing the state and its policies at the center of linguistic remedy binds legal accommodation with citizenship status (under this paradigm, the members of the minority are cast as rights-bearing citizens who hold rights against their state). The state’s intervention now becomes the source—but also the limit—of the applicants’ linguistic and cultural liberation. Viewed in this way, the moment the members of a linguistic minority contest their state, they have also identified with it, thereby amplifying, rather than limiting, the state’s powers. This might be particularly disadvantageous for minority groups that span across multiple territories and face similar challenges in many states. Since their problems are comparable across boundaries, might there not be transnational solutions that could empower the community outside the confines of their home state?

Writing in 1950, Sir Hersch Lauterpacht, perhaps one of the most important international lawyers of the past generation, believed that human rights law formed the core of international law. Yet he probably would have objected to expanding an international human rights vocabulary to language protection. For him, except in the most extreme situations, such as if a state actively persecuted persons under its jurisdiction on account of their language, the human rights approach to language protection should be rejected “insofar as such protection signifies the safeguarding of human rights and fundamental freedoms through a legally authorized and effective machinery of compulsion.” Instead of “an absolute, literal and immediate legal duty,” he explains, language protection “must be interpreted in a reasonable way . . . having regards to the circumstances and conditions of each
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The proliferation of international and regional instruments that call for a human rights approach to language conflicts—where we are today—bluntly contradicts Lauterpacht’s view.

It is useful to consider Lauterpacht’s comments on the limitations of a human rights approach to the resolution of language conflicts. Human rights are, of course, valuable and necessary in certain circumstances. However, at least when it comes to language protection and outside the most egregious violations, the repeated use of unobjectionable but intrinsically open-ended language rights vocabulary at the expense of situation-specific analysis may in the long run undermine the legitimacy of the international legal project and challenge the integrity and standing of the existing body of rights. Resorting to human rights talk in cases of linguistic disputes runs the risk of devaluing the larger human rights endeavor and does not advance reaching a compromise in concrete disputes. Language strife will likely be settled by ad hoc solutions with very different distributional consequences for different minority groups, not by the overriding power of absolute and universal rights.

When it comes to language, the accent on culture and the commitment to protect language claims as human rights is not an automatically progressive choice. The formal pronouncements in human rights law focus on culture; but a host of pragmatic considerations that are contextualized politically and economically, not reflections on the “nature” of language or an abstract bond between language and culture, determine the terms of linguistic protection in a given society. Leading scholars ask (for example, in the debate around Article 27 of the ICCPR), “What is the precise scope and content of language rights?” But this is a legal question, while the essence of the conflict is a distributional demand. If we begin by assuming that linguistic minorities have a universal right to “enjoy culture and to use language,” whatever its precise limits, we will never be able to deduce what compromises minorities and majorities can live with. Instead, the questions human rights scholars ought to be asking are: “Who will gain most from this particular linguistic protection? How are scarce resources to be allo-
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cated? What outcome will the compromise produce? Who is included and who is left out?" It is the answers to these questions that will determine how progressive our language protection regime is, not the amount of regulations or laws making language claims a matter of human rights.

Ultimately, human rights advocates and policy makers may decide that a rights vocabulary is a useful frame in which to deal with some types of language claims, for example, protection against the most extreme situations, such as a state that actively persecutes people on account of their language. Certain more limited kinds of protection may also be worth guaranteeing, for example, a translator in court for an accused who does not understand the language of the proceeding. Identifying the full panoply of interests that ought to be deemed rights and thus permitted to, in Mark Kelman and Gillian Lester’s words, “jump the queue,” is a complex question lying outside the scope of this Article.292 My point is simply that rather than adopting a human rights approach to language claims, it may be better to break down this broad, overarching category of language rights into a collection of narrower, more particular interests, only some of which (and likely not most) are entitled to absolute protection under the law. Those linguistic interests that we do not deem rights are not for this reason invalid or unworthy of protection; indeed an interest can be perfectly just, even if it is not framed in terms of human rights.293

It is an old and endlessly captivating dream: a universal solution to language disputes distinct from politics and transcending social and economic complexities. But this visionary program, ingenious enough to circumvent political convention and abolish choice and compromise on the ground and in culturally idiosyncratic enclaves, may be something like the unattainable Idea perceived by yearning mortals in Plato’s cave. The emphasis on culture elides questions of distributional costs of protection. The use of language rights vocabulary, moreover, distances the project from the actual political stakes of the conflict and the real counter-pressures for linguistic homogeneity. By advocating a human rights approach to linguistic conflicts between minorities and majorities, human rights scholars transform political questions into legal questions, and then transform legal questions into questions of universal abstract language rights, or human rights more generally. With this movement, as we have seen, they promise a solution the law cannot really deliver.

APPENDIX A: METHODOLOGY

The purpose of the qualitative study was to produce a descriptive mapping of how the UNHRC, the ECtHR, and the IACtHR deal with language
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right claims in relationship to the three functions under examination—education, court proceedings, and communication with the government.

The study encompassed all the communications that came before the UNHRC between 1976 and 2012, the cases submitted to the ECtHR between 1959 and 2012, and applications that came before the IACtHR between 1979 and 2012. I began by identifying the total population of relevant applications that came before each body. To collect the communications concerned with linguistic issues dealt by the UNHRC, I used the Netherlands Institute of Human Rights database and relied on the thematic issue of “language.” The ECtHR database does not list the decisions or cases per thematic section. In order to identify the relevant population of cases, I searched the ECtHR’s online database, HUDOC, with the term “linguistic right” and double-checked the results with those provided by Westlaw under the European Human Rights Reports heading. As I was interested in the cases concerning language in education, in judicial proceedings, and in relationship with public services, I filtered out decisions concerned with the issue of language in electoral law and broadcasting as well as other irrelevant cases. Finally, since there is no systematic and comprehensive database of IACtHR case law, I used various sources to establish a list of cases to analyze. These included the “search by thematic” engine of the website of the Court and the repertory of the American University School of Law. To ensure that I was not missing any important cases, I also consulted other official documents issued by the IACtHR, such as the Proposed Amendments to the Naturalization Provisions of the Constitution of Costa Rica, Advisory Opinion OC-4/84, January 19, 1984 and the Advisory Opinion of the Court and the Report on the Situation of Human Rights of a Segment of the Nicaraguan Population of Miskito Origin, 1983, as well as multiple scholarly articles and information on relevant NGOs’ websites.

To supplement my list of applications, I used two additional methods to check the completion of my pool of cases. First, I made sure that previous cases/applications referred to in the judgments were part of the list. Second, I identified and included in the analysis relevant cases that were mentioned in other cases, doctrines, or secondary literature. In addition, together with analyzing “linguistic rights cases,” I surveyed some relevant communications before the UNHRC and cases before the ECtHR and the IACtHR that were not directly concerned with the issue of language but are nonetheless

---

helpful to the discussion, such as those concerned with the place of religion in education, discrimination in public schools, or immigration issues.

In total, I analyzed twenty-one communications before the UNHRC (see Appendix B for the complete list), ninety-eight decisions and judgments under the former European Commission of Human Rights and the ECtHR (see Appendix C for the complete list), and eleven decisions and judgments under the IACtHR (see Appendix D for the complete list).
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